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DE1D4ITiO?

Because the terminology in the field of meteor

astronomy has sometimes been confusing it seems advisable

to present tho delinitions of some words and phrases as they

will be used here*

Both meteor and meteoroid are used to designate the

body producing the metooric plenomena although, strictly

speaking, a meteor is a phenomenon and a meteoroid is the

body that produces Its This duplication of terms is not a

necessity but It is customary; habit in our only eacuse for

using both. Metooroid Is usually reserved for discussions

of the physical or chemical properties of the material

itself. Mteor# on the other hand, often indi.ates our

concern with the kinematics of the body. Thus, we refer

to the density of the meteoroid and to the velocity of the

meteor*

A photograph of a meteor is called a tr . The trall

appeam on the photographle film as a series of dases

(exposed portion) and breaks (unexposed portion caused by an

occulting shutte3$ One lhuttereM is the distance# in

space or time, covered by a dash and a break. A meteor

photoaphed by two cameras at different stations In a

meteor vair. If photographed by one camera only, the trail

is called a 8lnae.slation meteor*

- - -



When observing a bright meteor vlvally, am often

sees a streak of lumlinoslty after the pas&ae of the meteors

which may persist for a matter of seconds. This delayed

luminosity is referred to as the meteor .rins Presumably

it is caused by recombinations of meteoric and atmospheric

ions and atmso If a train-producitn meteor were photogruphod,

the effect of the train would be to fll in the bresks of

the trail* The sam kind of result would be seen on &

meteor photograph It small partioles were detached from

the meteoroid. These fragmented Wtioles would decelerate

with respect to the largr body and, eventully# l g behind.

The luminosity derived from the gnts woUdp In part ,

fall in the breaks of the trol produced by the meteor

Itself, We will refer to this phone=.non as the meteor wake

A part or this thesis will be an attent to show ? hat the

above definition serves as a reasonable interpretation of

most of the Intensity in the bre*Wv Zt wi±1 be convenient

to assume, for the present* that the p desdi e aation

is correct. The Justification will be prerented (Chapter IV)

when sufficient data are avallable.

If the metoorold breaks Into meng pwvtiolee of about

the same size# the slight differential daoelevatlon may

eventually cause the luminosity to exteni over an

appreciable length of the trall. In such a one the brea

may be altogether obliterated and we see a phenomenon called

"blending. Since this will be observed at the end of the

trallp It has been desinated as rinal blei.
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METEOR NO0 3567
An enlargemnt (Aix) of a meteor trail showing wakce and

some terminal blendin*
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CHAPTER I

BACKOROUND

A. Meteor Problems

The various aspects of mteor astronomy may be

described by a series of questions, not yet answered in

their entirety, that might arise in the mind of any

scientist confronted with the elementary observational

facts. What is the origin of meteors, and their history

in space? What is their physical and chemical structure?

These might be called the astronomical questions* They are

distinct from the physical questionst how do these bodies

interact with the atmosphere, dynamically and physically?

The first two questions are self-explanatory and their

answers, in Seneral, will be descriptive. The last problems

are analytic in nature, and may be enlarged upon immediately.

We require that momentum and energ be conserved in

any process as the meteor penetrates the atmosphere and

collides with the air molecules. The rate of change of

momentum is given by the drag equation:

*~~~ V~VPA1 v) v,(1
where

P =atmospheric density,

v = meteor velocity with respect to the

atmosphere,

-- /v = mass of air penetrated by a unit area of

the meteoroid per second#



= effective area of the meteoroid, i.e., the

frontal area projected on a plane perpendicular

to the meteor's motion,

P = the drag coefficient, a unitless number

representinin essence, the elasticity of

¢o1lisions between the air molecules and the

mteoroid, and

m mass of the meteorold.

We may substitute for the effective area the quantity

2/3 -2/3Am OM(2)

where

Om = density of the meteoroid# and

A - a shape factor.

Then from (1) and (2) it follows that

dv A 5.2/3 m -/3 P 2 . 3

Given a knowledge of the parameters of this equation, we have

then solved the dynwical problem,

With respect to the energy, we can state a ri that

the energy per second available for sll processes Is:

d.E 1()dE= .2 c~v3. ( 4 )

That the collisions are not elastic is obvious fro the

fact that the meteor In observed; that Is, soe translational

energy is dissipated in the form of radiation. Energy may be



dissipated through dissociation of meteoric and air molecules,

excitation, ionisation# cc ression of airp sputtering of

atoms or fragmentation of larger particles from the meteoroid

surfacep and heating of the meteoroid with subsequent

vaporization* The rate of mass loss of the meteoroid depends

on the last three of these processes: sputtering,

fra jpentatlon, and vaporization. The rate at which energyj

is supplied to each of these processes will be some fraction,

Ai, of the total rate, or

T. dE, A ,,/I v3, (5)
I±2L

where the subscript i refers to any of the variorus massaloss

processes. If 5 is the energy required to remove a gram

of material by a particular process, then the mass loss is

given by the equation

i - I : A.pOv3 . (6a)

The exstaInrZ data on aputtering indicates that this

method of ablation will be unimportant compared to

vaporization. In any cases our observations cannot

distinguish between the two processe6s.

The second physical problem relates to the luminosity

of the meteore From the spectra of meteors we know that

much of the light occurs in lines arising from electronic

transitions in meteoric atoms, The black body radiation is(£ \



small# as it must be for bodies of this size at their

vaporization temperature* These facts alone are sufficient

to suggest that the luminosity is due to collisional

excitation of ablated meteor atoms# The important

theoretical problem,, attacked by Opik (1933), is the

derivation of the luminosity factor, r. This quantity

relates the available energy to the amount of visible (or

photographic) light produced by the meteor. We assume that

the radiation is proportional to the kinetic energy, with

respect to the colliding air molecules, of the ablated

meteor atoms. Tben, the intensity per second is given

by the relation

7 gas(7a)

The mass lose, d, in this equation represents only

that mass lost in such a form that a later collision with an

air molecule will produce light* That Isp the material must

be lost in atomic (or possibly molecular) for. rThis type

of loss includes sputtering or vaporization but not

fragmentation or melting with consequent loss of molten

droplets. In these latter cases, the fragments or droplets

must themselves be vaporized before light is produced, The

actual mass loss which is measured at any time is, on the

basis of Opik's theory, an atomic particle loss, We willp

then, rewrite equation (0a) in the form,
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dm A jcpV A A on M A v3, (6b)

where the mass loss and the constant/\ And t now mpzesent

the sum of those processes which ablate material fvcm the

meteoroid in the form of atoms or molecules. Subatitutin

this in equation (7a), we derive the luminosity equation:

A '-2/3

UpIk's sezi--classical approach could, in theory, be

improved upon by quantum mechanical methods* Few experimental

data exist on collisional excitations by neutral atoms of

this energy range (-,100 e.v.). Consequently, Upik.s

results &re still in use, although we mwst consider this

value as only a first approximation to the truth, He found

the luminosity factor to vary as:

= v (8)

where 10 constant. Therefore

__3 =2/3 6 (9)

Thus, the physical problems become one of finding values

for r, A, A, , , and V. The atmospheric density, / , has

been obtained from recent rocket measurements (The Rocket

Panel, 1952) and will not be considered as an unknown here,

(



B. The Mteor Data

To answer our questions we may call on theoretical#

observational, and experimental techniques* We will review

these tools briefly* We have already spoken of theoretical

approaches to the problems of luminosity,

Observational data may be obtained photographically,

visually, or by means of radar roflections from the ion column

formed by the moteor. The last two sources will not onet

us here* Let it suffice to state that the radar method can

give us (1) the range of the meteor at the point of closest

approach to the receiver, (2) the apparent angular velocity

of the meteor at this point, (3) the line density of the ion

column at this point and, under oertain conditionsp (4) the

radiant or radiant distance of the measured point and from

this, the space velocity of the meteor*

The value of visual observations was greatly reduced

by the advent of the far more accurate photographic techniques.

Furthermore, some statistical problems whose solution required

the large number of visual observations are now best treated

with the still more numerous and more accurate radar observations.

And it is certainly not amiss to assume that statistical

problems concerning the optical properties of meteors can

be most accurately approached through reductions of large

numbers of faint photographic meteors by the methods used

in this work.
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In the photographic program at Harvard$ a pair of fast,

wide angle camerms, 18 miles apart, 8Z e uaed to photograph

the sae meteoro 'The distance between the oameras is the

baseline that supplies the distance scale., To provide a

time scale, a shutter occults the optical system at known

intervals, wnd interaperses the meteor trail with a series

of breaks. Measures of these photographs yield directly

the radiant and the height, velocity, and Intensity as a

function of time. In Chater II we will describe an

approximate method for finding these quantities. A sumary

of the more accurate method utilized by Whipple and Jacchia (in

press) may be found elsewhere*

Photography of meteor specta and time-lapse photographs

of meteor trains have given additional Information on the

meteoric process. The reader interested in details may

consult papers by Millman (1952, 1953) and by Cook and

illman (1955) for spectroscopic data, and papers by Whipple

(1953) and by Liller and Whipple (1954) for the meteor train

data.

Wind tunnel studies and measures of the flight and

luminosity of hioi-speed pellets (Thomas and Whipple, 1951)

(Rlinehart, Allen and White, 1952) have yielded experimental

results* Such work has given a good estimate of the

drag coofficient, r, and set some limits on the coefficient

of heat transfer, A.

i'4



We might also expect to Include in the experimental

data the results of studies of meteorites which yield values

for the meteoric denaity, k, the heat of vaporization, t ,

and, of course, chemical and physical composition in general.

In that these data represent the only case where an

astronomical result could be obtained directly In a

terrestrial laboratory, they are unique. Unfortunately,

however, they are misleading, for, as Whipple (1952) has

shown for meteoric densities and as will be shown here for

their physical structure, meteorites are not representative

of meteors In Seneral. Indeed, the difference between

photogmraphic meteors and meteorites could hardly be greater.

It is difficult to find any other natural substance on the

surface of the earth with the tenacity of an Iron meteorite

and, if our results are correct, material as fragile as the

ordinary cmetary meteorold could not long exist under

conditions on the earth's surface.

C * Some Important Earlier 'Workc

Let us assme that the fundamental qualities that

describe a meteor - the radiant and the velocity, height,

and intensity as a function of time - have been measuradp

and let us apply the theory outlined in the first section

to determine what we can about the meteor problems.

The mass of the meteoroid at any time is given by the

integration of equation (9):
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m(t) t2. dt, (10)

where t 0 when the meteor is first detected. A lower

limit of t-> -oo is used to express the mass# before any

ablation has taken place. Since the intensity of the meteor

at the limit of detectability is usually very small compared

t its maximu Intensity, even a bad extrapolation of the

light curve into the unobservable region will produce only

a small error in the initial mass, m(- oQ), (For eanvenience,

this quantity is written as m,* A aimila' notationp V. P is

used for the velocity of the meteor before it has suffered

any deceleration.)

With the mass known, we ma use equation (3) to detemir

the air denaityq/ , to within the error imposed by our

ienorance of the constants of that equation. Such data were

among the first to give us information of the upper

atmosphere (Whipple, 1939)s Todayq we can assue the density

to be known from rocket measures and can invert the equation

to obtain information about the meteor in terms of an

observed constant, K 1 :

K1 =rA 62/3=O~ 1v2( $ )l- 3(d) (/1)

Or, if we consider 7- to be an unknown as well, we get
0



Whfiinpla (1955) found that the observed values of tMil overall

constant could not be satisfied by use of values of the

Individual conStats thought to be reasonabe, Specifically,

ir we accept the value of P A measured by Rinehart, Allen

and Wfite (1952) for hgh speed pelletst and the value of

the luxvtnous efficiency determined by Opikq then the

correspondin,; vlue o the mateoric density io about 03 gm/cm%.

If the luminous offoleney is increased to the smximin

possible value (an efficienoy of unity tor the fastest meteors),

the donsity is l.7 aM/Vm 3 - a value conslderably less than

that found for any mteorite, Suoh a value tempts us to

speoulate on the structure of a cometay mateoroid, but we

will limit our discussion at this time to two remtarks First,

Whipple has pointed out that these values ale in qualitative

aroeent with his lay-coilomreate Coet Hodel (1950).

5e-czidO cure lmowledge of materials formod at near zero

temperatur-es ard pressures is admittedly small. One should

guard against axy preconceived ideasj based on Uis fanitliarity

with terrastrial substances, when di cusir the Meb lt

cited above,

Another observationally determined constant, relating

to the rate of mao loss, may be found. Dividing equaeton (6)

( 'I
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by equation (3), we obtain the relation

A = Ll

S =- t v4 0 (-13)

This may be integrated to give:

M = MOe414

(14)
The reasured vplues of 6-# as determined by Jacehia, range

from about 10'1 2 to ereater than 10 10 5 (see2 I
OM2

assume Rineharts value or r = 0.42 and use the vaporization

energy of stone or iron, say 5o61010 ergs/gram, the observed

values of Cr determine a value of A (see Table I).

Table 1

The Heat Transfer Coefficient A as

Determined from Observed Values of 5.

or'(sec/cm) 2  Ak

e124S10 '10.5 i1.49

Not only is the range in values large, but the largest

derived value exceeds the theoretical limit of unity 'or

the fraction of their energy that the incoming air pa:ticlea

may transfer to the meteor. Furthermore, If we transfer all

- --- -- ---- -
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energy, we transfer all momentwur and our, assmed value of

P must be unity as well. This more than doubles the value

of A in the extreme case and Intensifies the discrepancy.
It ml~t be suggested that the answer to the problem

lies in the mode of ablation and indeed it probabky does,

Models of ablation, other than direct vaporization from the

meteoroid., have been considered in order to explain the

ramae and discrepancy in the observed values of Cr. R. Nv

Thomas (1952) first showed that, on the besim- of the

classical heat transfer equation as applied to iron meteo,

the heat conductivity toward the center would proceed too

rapidly to allow the surface temperature to reach a value

great enough to produce any appreciable amount of vapoz'igaton.

He then considered the possibility that vaporization or mitlng

and the shedding of droplets from a reaction zone at the

surface was responsible for the los3 of energy from the

surface rather than the conduction of heat inward. He

concluded that if droplets were dispersed frm the surface.,

they would be small and the energy needed for this tipe of

ablation would approach that required for vaporization.

Thomas felt that only fragentation,; wtch can be nearly

an energy-free process, could account for the scatter of

the 0" values*

Although it is true that the meteoroid can lose material

at the expenditure of less energy by melting or fra.entat1on$

nevertheless the observations require that the material be in

' 1
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the form of atomic Particles at the time the luinosity is

produced; i .e.# If droplets do form# additional energy must

still be supplied to vaporize the liquid, for we can observe

only that mass which eventually reaches the vapor phase.

The effect of the increased surface area due to the droplets

or fragments will, however, affect the vaporization rateo

Following Jacohla' s (1949) demonstration that meteor

flares involved a loss of mass from the meteoroid, Henry J,

Smith (1954) analyzed several bright meteors that displayed

bright flareo. He concluded that meteor flares were caused

by the sudden fragnentation of a large number of eriall

particles# of the order of 10-6 gzms eacho

Jacohia (1955) then made the significant contribution

of the concept of the continuous fragentation of meteors,

His approach to the problems was primarily the empJrical one

needed to find ame correction to the atmospheric denaities

derived from meteor decelerations.

Jacchia'o early resultz, with bright risteora, agreed

statistically with the values of atmospheric dersity obtained

from rocket flights. For any one meteor which gave

decelerations at more than one point, the density gradient

found from the meteor data also agreed with the rocket data

gradient. However, later results obtained from faint meteors

photographed with the Super-Schmidt cameras nomoed distinctly

anomalous decelerations. Although the decelerations near the

beginning points of these meteors often gave a reasonable
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value of the density, the meteors displayed too rapid a

rate of deceleration, yielding density grdlents that

cou id not be reconciled with either the previous meteor

or rocket results* We cannot lmprove upon Jacchia' s

own description of the solution of this discrepancy:

"Frawents can be detached from the surface
of larger meteor bodies without destroying their
unity; but if firagents of similar size are
detached from small bodies, this may mean their
complete disruption into cluster of fragments.
Larger mateore, then, will disintegrate only
toward the end of their trajectories, while among
fainter meteors the breakup may occur at earlier
stages, even at the very beginning of the visible
trail. What we obtain by Integating the bright-
ness of a faint meteor is not the mass of a single
body but a function of the total mass of all the
fragmnts. The observed meteor deceleration, on
the other hand, is the average deceleration of the
brighter fraonents and therefore larger than the
deoelnration of a single, untraiented body."

In this brief review of some recent work, we have

touched on two aspects of the meteor problem which we intend

to amplify in this thesis. Whipple's discussion of the

densities makes the assumption of fragile meteors reasonable,

while the conclusions of Thomas and Jacchia on fragmentation

almost necessitates the assumption. Our aim will be, in

effect, to strengthen the concept of the fragile cometary

meteoroid and to initiate a quantitative study of meteor

fragmentationo
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Do A Semi lItative A pproah to the Relationahi2 Between

~Q ntation and the Parameter r

Let us consider two special cases of meteoroids with

a large surface-to-mass ratio. First, suppose the
reteoroldlt to consist of a large number of small paxticles

of the same size; each one Interacts independently with the

atmosphere but in the entire swarm the particles are

sufficiently cloae together to allow our cameas to record

them as a movirg point source of lighto We may think of this

swami as origiating from a single body that has either

fractured or melted and broken into droplets in the faahlon

of an over-sized rain drop. 7he mechanism is unlmpor ant;

the end result is an unlikely array which we wish to use

to describe one extreme of subdivision. Mhe question we

wish to answer is: What value of 6 would such a meteor yield?

The observed deceleration would be that for an individw.l

partiele, sinoe each particle reacts Independently with

the atmazphere, Let us set

2: (15)

rA7M =In (16)

where Ai and Li are the effective area and nmss of the

individual particle and N is their total nunber, The

observed deceleration will be:
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Mi

The amount of mas lost will be N times that lost by a

single particle, or:

z l NAj' (-3)

Dividing (13) by (17) we obtain

r(9)
NmOv4 2F

But Nm = m is Just the value which we would obtain by

integrating the intensity (equation 10) and would use in

computing 0-. We are left with the result:

O*= _(o)

which represents no change from the case of a single body.

From the observed value of (3, we could not detect the

character of the meteor model propoaed here*. It should

be cleak, though, that such an object would be overlurinousp

of short duration and would possess too great a deceleration.

As our second model, we assume the meteoroid to be

essentially a source of particles only. In this instance

we maintain a high area-to-mass ratio by a continuous

fra~pentation of particles but we do not Seatly affect the

deceleration. In the extreme case, the deceleration is a
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function of the main meteoroid body and the mass loss is a

function of a lare nuber of smaller particles. The maln

body still suffers collisions with the air molecules and

is decelemated by them - but its surface area In too t a1l,

in comparison to the combined area of the particleso to

produce an appreiable amount of uaporzed mterial. IThe

siall particleap on the other hand, produce most of their

light shortly aftor leaving the meteoroidp but they are

continualy mplaced by new fragenta, Donetiniu by Ap and

mp the total effective area and the mass of the faented

psartl s and by lb and mb the area and ma"s of the meteor.

body which is the soince of these partiaclet we may write

for the eneral case-

V.theve It, apresaits the va- lost by the o.ad by d' a t

vaporization. Then, the total mass per second introduced

into the atmosphere in the form of vaporized material is:

+ A /OV (R + P). (23)

The observed deceleration wil be:

;b ftw * (24)
mgb



Dividing (23) by (24)l we obtaih

side of equation (25)m we do not obtain a number which is

solely a function of' those physical constants that deseribe

lie ~ ~ ~ ~~J must ntoaloaohrc lcaigfcowih

valu ofmb. Thre illalways b eti ubro

fragntswhih hve eftthe major body but have not Yvet

vaprizd. hes paticeswillnobebsreda"mslst

untl ae lterinsantwhen the vaporization has ocourred.

Consquetly wewil alaysbe overestimating the masp~

mb. oftheparnt odybythe amount of mass contained in

thes frgmetseSimlary,*we will be overestimating the

arleai bP of the parent body. The deceleration, $f,, is a

directly measured quantity and is related to the actual ms

of the parent body, not to the mass8 we derive by IntegratinZ

the light curve. Therefore, we have, in effect, divided

apples by bananas In equation (24). The sawe is truie for

the factor Abi equations (22) and (23)o Here we should have

used a smaller area to determine the mass 10ss by direct

vaporization from the parent body. To adjust these

quantities to their correct values# let us set 2
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t mb - where k< 1, (26)

and

k, b A where kA< 1, (27)

and where the primes Indicate the comzeot values. If we

assume that the parent body has te same shape (see equation 2)

before and after It has fragmented the particles, we can

write

= (k)2/3 (28)

and eqmtion (27) beemese:

(k) 2/ b (29)

We may now rewrite equation (25) In its proper forn, as

v =0b~ ()o)
k~N)~ 2 (i)' 3  0 obsP

or, miltiplying equation (30) by k,

Tb + ) k = e0 3.

Por a numeioal examle., we may rewrite this equation for the

special case where: (1) all fragments and the parent body

are spherical and have the same density; and (2) all fra ent

are of the sam mass, mi. Then the total mass of the particles

is:
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b( - k) - mi  N Mi t (32)

where N Is the number of such particles.

The radius of each particle will be:

The effective area of all particles is then:

,~ N~ I3mb (1 - k)r (2/)

Similarly, the effective area of the parent body is:

3 b k I 3 " (35)

(41r8m /
Substituting these results in equation (31), we find that

1/3 2

b (Nk) I (- k) (36)

To obtein em idea of the degree of fraigmentation needed

to explain some of the observod discrepanclec of C- we have

computed awe conbinations of k and N which give a value of

ob8= -10, Table 2 gives these reaUlts (computations made
Cy

for 0.1 epm meteor).
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Table 2

Valuee of k and N Necessary to Give - i0

for 0.1 Sr= meteor (See Text)

k N Mi (graMS)

0,90 8.1 104 1.2 10, 7

0.75 1.6 10 1.6 10 6

0.50 5.8 103 8.6 10- 5

0,25 5.2 103 1.4 10-5

0.10 9.0 103 1.0 10"5

We should point out that this approch is not limited

to the case discussed above. The reader will see that it

may be easily Seneralized for an.y distribution of particle

sizes. There may be# for example, a number of parent bodleaq

each of which is fragnting. In this case, the deceleration

would apply to the largest of these. Also, the solution

may be Seneralized to include shapes other than spherical

or to include separate densities for the frapents and the

parent bodies. But as we shall see in Chapter IV, such

refinements can be of academic interest only -- the

observations will not be sufficiently good to determine

so many separate variables.

I(



CHAPTER 11

NEW DAT A AND IBM IMETOD OF APPROXIM-TE REDUCTIONS

A, The Su. -Schmdt Meteor Cameras

The data for this thesis am derived a1 mat entire!,y

rrm double-station photographs obtalmd with the four

Belkr SuperSSchmidt meteor cameras operated by the Har'd

Meteor Project at Soledad Canyon and Don Am Stations In

New Mexico and supported by contracts with the U. $o Na.val

rea of Orne, the Office of Naval Research and

Ut So Alr ,ftor-e, These instruments and their Ua $

equipment are described in some detail olnewhere ( -Apple;

1951)A (Cxmol, McCrosky* Wells and Whipple, 1951). A.

chermatic d agram of the optical system (Figure 1) &rd --i

enumveration here of some pertinent quantities will be

sufficient to explain the reduction teahniqAe*

Table 3

KWaoal and Optical rropertles of the

Baker Super-Sclmidt Mteor Cameras

Aperture 12a25 inhes

Effective Focal Length 7,94 inches

Effective Focal Ratio 0.82

Field 550

foca1 Surl'ace spherical aeotion of radiW 7,9 :nci'0 e
chordal diamter 7A Inches

Shutter Speed 1800 ropom.
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The rotatinZ shutter lies about one-quarter of an inch

outside of the focal surfaces It is a spherical section

concentric with the focal surface. The size and location

of the shutter openings are shown in Figure 2*

The imaM qtualty is uniform over the field. Coma

is detectable in brighter images but at least 50 percent

of the intensity of a point source falls on a circle of

15/4 diameter. There is essentially no dist@axton of the

spherical projection of the skyo

All photographs of meteor trails have been obtained on

ZsetmanKodak X-Ra film. The film is molded, wider heat

and pressure, 1o the shape of the focal sazfaoe (Carrol et al.,

1951). Although the film has not been shown to receive a

ormanent set to the spherical section, masures of one-year

old film show little or no deviation from the original

curature. The general characteristics of the X-Ray film

a-r.eimilar to those of the Eastman 1-0 3pectrescopic

emulsion, That is, it is a fast, blue sensitive emulsion

with considerable graininess. Its high reciprocity failure

is ideal for meteor photography, since it minimizes the

density due to star and night sky light. Sky fog becomes

serious with an effective exposure of more than three

minutes. Since the rotating shutter excludes three-quarters

of the light, exposures of 12 minutes duration are feasible

with this emulaiono



FIGURE 2

PLAN VIEW AND RADIAL SECTION
OF METEOR CAMERA SHUTTER

.Az
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The exceptional effectiveness of the cauers and

emulsion are best described in terms of actal performance.

Meteors are photographed at a rate of about one per 18

minutes of exposure. The visual magitude of the faintest

meteor images is of the same order as the Zmting magnitude

seen by the naked eye.

B. Meteor HoPt.s

When the approximate reduction program was first

conideredp the criteria for a Osatisfactonr* method were

rather vague# However, from the experience gained in the

accurate reduction program, one could be certain that data

with errors as small as 1 percent in velocities and heights

could not be obtained with a reasonable expenditure of time.

At the other extremep one could question the value of

statistics derived from data with meah errors of about 10 to

15 percent. With these limitations on the accuiacy, a search

for a sufficiently rapid method was made. To anticipate

the general result of this attempt, we may state that the

method to be described yields mean erors of about 5 percent.

Thirty minutes is required to complete the reduction of

a meteor pair. The method can be best explained if we first

derive the necessary equations, next discuss separately the

methods of measurements, and finally, return to the equations

and estimate the magnitude of errors due to various snplif~yng

assumptions and to errors of measurement.
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The gemetr, of the problem can be seen in Figure 3,

where HAB is tha distance between stations; RA i the

distance fr*.2 Station A to some point on the meteor path,

RB is the diataarle frora Station B to the same point in

space. This poLt, on either meteor trail, will be referred

to as a c..i)n!)int (C). te orientation in space of the

triangle (A, B, 0) is desoribed by the declination (6)

and the hour an3.e (t) coordinates. (See Figure 3). RAB,

and tAB ie oonstants of the stations, The hour angle

and declination 3,present the direction of the Dona Ana

Station as seen rom the Soledad Station. The stations were

surveyed by the MJite Sands Proving Groundso Their results

and the station constants are given in Table 4.

Table 4

Coristants for New 1e*xico Stations

Soledad Canyon Dona Ana

Altitude (x . t3) A

Latitude 320 18' 06" 32 30' 22"

Longitude 1060 36' 38" 106* 47? 58V

R 28.80 km
tAB +2

t +12V0.7

"AB + Wl°.5

Fromn the spherical trianlop (Pole, PAB, Pi), we solve

for Yj,the angle between the direction to the meteor and the
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direction of the line Joining the stations:

008 J = sin 51 sin A8 + Co 8 con OB 0o(tArt1 ). (37)

The subscript I refers to either Station A or Station B. With

YA and 7 determined, the values of f;hie Vmngeo, RA and % are
A B

found froin
sinYB A

The height of the commn point above ground, assuming a flat

earth# is then:

h1  Ri Cos z,, (3o)

where Z is the zenith distance of the coamn point and coo Z

is given by the equation:

008 Zi -* sin 0 sin 8 + coo 0 oo 8 coo ti. (40)

We have used for the latitude, $# the average value of the

two stations*

Clearly the same point in space cm be described by only

one heightp and thus hA = hB# This ccmparison gives the first

check on the computations.

The hoight above sea level, H, !.a tound by assuming

h to be measured froi an elevation equal to the mean

elevation of the two stations. In kllotwters:

hi + 1.5o. (41)
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Solutions for equations (3T) AW (38) were prepared In
1s0phia "or In order to eldmnate the tedious and time.

conswumng task of directly forming such solutions man

thousands ot times*

Since both Y and coo 2 are functions of 8O nd tis a
solution for 005 Z was 8lso prepared and supermposed on the
chaot for ). fta.. Charts will not be reproduced here*
They are alppliable only to the data acquired at the Soledad.
Canyon and DaM Ana Statlons9 and therefore are not of great

interest. Table 5 smmarzO the infornation obtained from
these grah and frm another to be discussed later.

Table 5
Desaciption of Graphs Utilized in

the Approximate Reductions
Graph Enter with Read Aoouracy

0100 5 . L 1 9O0

m050O ti, 500,0

b aw Cos Z 0.01

f600 o  , .156o°  40 Eo 1 km

Izz Some R2  1 km
v *50 ; A 10000 . a ga 20*



PA ( ,A) P (S,, t.)

\ /\ /
/

,,,%cot

(8 AB, tAB) S- ;7B. RAS 7
STATION B STATION A

FIGURE 3
RELATIONSHIP OF GEOMETRICAL QUANTITIES
USED TO DETERMINE METEOR HEIGHTS

FIGURE 4
RELATIONSHIP OF GEOMETRICAL QUANTITIES
USED TO DETERMINE METEOR VELOCITIES

. ... .... ...,
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C. Velocities and Radiants

The meteor trail is interrupted every 1/60 sec by one

of the occulting sections of the rotating shutter. These

breaks in the trail allow one to meavre the apparent angular

velocity of the meteor at some point Elong its trajectory.

This measure is referred to as the Aarent angular velocity

since only the coMponent normal to the line of sight is

measured. In general, such measures are made on both

photographs of the meteor at the position of the comnon

points.

Figure 4 shows the relationshipa between the apparent

angular velocity,0 ; the angular vel ocity, a; and the radiart .

From this diagram we see that:
t

i(42)

where ri is the angular distance froti the radiant to the

common point. The space velocity, v, is then given by the

equation

v . i 1 (4,,,)

where Ri is the range found in the solution for heights,

As in the ease of the heights, the v2ocities obtained from

the two photographs should agree.

For computing purposes, equation (43) is written as:

( I,

4;
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, 931 Ri Distance (4

where the quantity (sn the distance between dashes
on the flm in units of 1/241, the units of the measuring

engine we employed.

For equation (44) to be applicable, we must have
determined the position of the radiant. When the two
meteor trails intersect at a small angle# Q, it is difficult
to find an accurate radiant point* In such cases another

approach to determine the velocity is desirable., From
equation (43) we have:

VA WA(5

or
i A jA- - A, by definition. (46)

sin r. ~ 1

If the apparent angular velocity is measurable on both trails
of a meteor pairp A may be computed* This gives one relation.
ship between rA and rB. For meteors with a small Q, it is
possible to measure rA - rB (or rA + rB) with good accuracy.
That this is true can be most easily seen by considering
the extreme case of a meteor pair Intersecting at Q = 00
(or Q = 1800); i.e.,p both trails lie on the same great
circle* Then the distance between the two common points

will be exactly:



rA % A ( r. + aPS B). br defition. (47)

The simultaneous equations (46) and (47) msW be solved for

Sin V. and Bin t. IDi solution was prepared In Sr8#c

form (se Table 51 0V6*a IV). With thee values of rjp v

is found frm (44)o We have called velocities determined In

such a fashion "Indirect velocities" as distinct from the

velocities obtained frem mteors Where a direct measure of

the radiant is possible (direct velooities)o It will be

noted from equation (45) that we have forced the indirect

velocities determined from each trall to agpe. This

coumarlson offers a check on the coMputations.

The position of the radiant may be obtained bV finding

the Intersection of two amll circles of redi of rA and &B

with centers at PA and ,, respeotively. In general such

circles will Intersect twice, but a quick Inspection of

the trails is sufficient to distinguish the Darious radiant

point.

Do The Reduction Procedure

In this section we shall earry through the complete

reduction of an eginaxy meteor paer Our pape Is not

primaily one of Instruction in technique# but to presentp

in logical sequence& the various difficulties and

approz tone that are present so that the reader m o aquim

a realization of the litmtlos of the method.
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A separate computing form Is used for each meteor.

Table 6 is such a form. Certain data necessary for each

meteor are copied from the card catalogue maintained for

all Harvard Meteors. These include:

a) meteor serial number for each trail.

b) camera designation (SS, ST, SK, SL) and

plate number for each films

c) region of the plate center, given by 5 and a.

d) astronomical date of the exposure.

e) time of meteor occurrence* to .01 minute if

the meteor was observed visually; or the

mean time of the exposure if no visual

observation was available&

The local sidereal time, in degrees# of the nearest

midnight (LO) is obtained for the date, To this is added

a correction to obtain the local sidereal time (Lei) of the

meteor instant.

The preceding section makes it clear that the entire

method depends heavily on our ability to locate on each film

a point on the meteor trails that reprosents the same point

In space, the common point. If the meteor shows a burst or

some other discontinuity in the light curve, a cohon point

is obvious. However, the faint meteors, with which we are

primarily concerned hore, usually have smooth light curves.

In these cases a more subtle technique is necessary. The

I 4
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number of dashes visible on each trail is counted and, if it

is the same, we assume that dashes with the same ordinal

number are common points.

Such an assumption falls in three minor respects.

Firstly, the shutters are not synchronized, ice., we do not

know the orientation of one shutter with respect to the other

at any given instant. Consequently the common point can be

in error by as mich as half the distance between dashes,

Secondly, the focal plane shutter interrupts the same

position of the film at constant time intervals. The rate

at which the meteor is interrupted depends on its direction

of motion and its apparent velocity on the film. In the

extreme case of a meteor trail passing through the film

center, an error of one dash can be made* But since the two

trails of' a meteor pair are usually similar in their

direction of travel on the film, and since their apparent

velocities on the film are small compared to the shutter

velocity, the error will generally be only a small fraction

of a dash. Thirdly, in assuming that breaks with the same

ordinal number are common points, we assume that both cameras

have photographed the meteor to the same limiting absolute

magnitude or, alternatively, that the differential

distance correction from the beginning to the end of the

meteor Is small or the same for both tralls. Since most of

our trails are short, the differential distance correction

is small.

JA
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We can conclude that the common points chosen on trails

showing the same number of breaks will be accurate to within

one dash. Howevers the two cameras often do not record the

same number of breaks for the following reasons:

a) The sensitivities of the cameras are not

equal* With increasing experience In

figuring the correctine plate, the

manufacturer has been able to improve

the quality of each succeeding camera.

The effect is most noticeable when

comparing trails obtained on the first

(SS) and second (ST) Super-Schmidts,

b) The apparent magnitude of the meteor as seen

from the two stations may differ by several

tenths of a magnitude because of distance

corrections. Effects (a) and (b) often

compensate one another in part since the

earlier camera, at Soledad Station# Is

directed more nearly toward the zenith

than is the mate camera at the Dona Ana

Station.

c) The effective exposure time per dash Is

proportional to wj" Thus, the trail nearer

the radiant is photographed as a brighter

image and the plate limit is reached at a

fainter absolute magnitude.



Effects (a) and (b) combined are usually minor compared

tO effect (C). By noting the general shape of the meteor

light curve of the brighter trail, one can obtain an

acceptable common point by estimating the number of dashes

that failed to be recorded at the beginning and at the end

of the fainter meteor trailo In only a very few cases did

the combination of the factors of effective sensitivity

of the camera, and the apparent velocity of the meteor,

differ so much that no acceptable comm n point could be

found. For each common point, we record under "Quality"

(Table 6), an estimate of the number of dashes by which

the common point may be in error. This never exceeds 3 for

an acceptable meteor and rarely exceeds 2.

To mark the common points, a small piece of Scotch

Tape is placed on the reverse side of the film at the

location of the trail. Ink dots placed on this tape indicate

the common point. For longer meteors (20 dashes or more),

two common points, (nl and n In Table 6) are chosen in

order to make a check on the entire reduction. The common

point is recorded as the ordinal number of the dash, the

dash nearest the radiant being called "1" * The duration

of the meteor is measured in terms of the total number of

visible dashes, N. The beginning of the trail is specified

by noting, under "Direction", the octant, as seen from the

meteor, in which the radiant lies.
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To measure the celestial coordinates of the common

points and radiant, we utilize a transparent Plexiglass

hemisphere of 8-inch radius, calibrated in hour angle and

declination. The scale of these calibrations and the radius

of the globe correspond to the scale and radius of the

Super-Schmidt films. To read the coordinates of the cordon

point$ we need only to position the film properly on the

globe. We accomplish this by choosing three or four

bright stars which appear on one of the films# determining

the declination and hour angle of these stars at the time of

the meteor, and plotting these star positions on the globe.

The film is then placed on the globe so that the star images

and their plotted positions coincide. Since the regions

of the two mate films overlap in an area of approximately

one-quarter of the film, we can position the second film

by superimposing stars in this region. The hour angle and

declination of the common points are then read from the

globe scales.

We determine the radiant and radiant distances, r A and

rB, with the aid of a pair of curved rulers of 8-inch

radius and 90* length, attached to one another by a hinge.

They are calibrated in degrees, the pivot point of the binge

being zero degrees. When each rule lies parallel to one of te

meteor trails, the zero point represents the radiant. The

radiant distances are read from the rules and the coordinates

of the radiant point are read from the hemisphere* The
()



( ) cosine of the zenith distance of the radiant (Cos ZR) is

determined from Nomogram 1b.

The quantity Q is the angle of intersection of the two

trails* An estimate of this quantity# accurate to about

10 percent# is made when the radiant is found. The value

of this angle is not used in the reductions but it serves

as a measure of quality of the directly determined radiant.

The apparent angular velocity, or distance per break,

is measured on the Harvard Coast and Geodetic measuring

machine* This has been equipped with a section of an

8-inch radius Plexiglass sphere for the support or the film.

The spherical, section is large enough to permit all

measurements to be made with the optical axis perpendicular

to the image when the trail occurs at the edge of the film.

This reduces the focussing problem and also allows us to

neglect any correction for the projection effect which would

be necessary if the curved film rested on the flat carriage

of the measuring engine.

The number of breaks measured depends on the apparent

angular velocity of the irail. In general, we attempt to

measure a distance of from 1 to 3 m, which may represent

2 to 8 breaks. The measurements are usually made from the

end of one dash to the end of another; that is, an integral

number of dashes is measured. Corrections, by eye, are

made for the photographic spreading of the image If the

two terminal dashes of the measured trail section do not

(a appear to be of about the same intensity. The dashes to be



measured are chosen in such a way that the common point lies

in the center of the measured section.

The trails are inspected for any wake, terminal blending

or marked abnormalities in the distribution of light over

the trail, The position and apparent magnitude of the

brightest dash may be measured* The method of meteor

photometry has been described by Jacchia (1949). The

photometry has been completed on only a limited number of

the meteors dealt with here*

This ccmpletes the measurements made on a meteor

pair. We then determinep from the equations given earlierj,

cos Zi, ypj Ri , hi, H, A and Vi, in that order.

To coplete this outline of the method, we will add

a description of an earlier approach to the problem of

finding comion points# The argument, due to Olivier (1925),

proceeds as follows: Consider the plane defined by the two

stations and a point on the meteors The lines RA, RB and

RAB lie in this plane which intersects the celestial sphere

on a great circle. Then the position of the meteor point as

seen from each station must lie an a great circle which

also includes the celestial position of one station as

seen from the other, Conversely, if the two meteors are

located properly on the globee we can draw a great circle

through the point defining the direction between the

stations. Then# by the argument above# the intersections of

this great circle with the meteor trails must represent
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common points. This technique was tried and discarded

as being too insensitive for most cases, In practice, we

enployed a movable great circle which was attached to the

measuring globe and pivoted at the points ( AB* tAB) and

(-SB, tAB -1800)o 'When the meteor trails formed a moderately

small angle with this circle, the conmon points could be

varied by several dashes with only a slight shift of the

films. If the time of the meteor occurrence is laoking,

the precise position of the film on the celestial sphere is

unknown,

E. S e-Station Shower Meteors and the Aproxi.nate Iethod

The program of meteor astronomy at the Harvard College

Observatory, includes the investigation of the origin and

histories of the shower meteors by study of the distribution

of the radiants over the period of the shower (see, for

example, Wright, Jacchia and Whipple, in press). Single-

station meteors are used in a least-squares solution to

determine the radiant, if they appear to belong to the

shower; that Is# If an extension of the trail passes through

(or near) the assumed radiant point for the time of the

meteor, and if visual Inspection determines that the

apparent angular velocity of the meteor is reasonable for

the shower velocity and the radiant distance. A small amount

of work with the globe used in the approximate method removes

. . .. (
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the guesswork from this visual determination. By assuming

that the meteor belongs to the shower, we can estimate a

height that corresponds to that of meteors or the shower

velocity. The apparent angular velocity (t), cos and

the distance from the assumed radiant (r1 ), are measured for

some point on the trail. From equations (39) and (43),

we have:

a)' hi
v - . (48)

cos Z sin ri

If the meteor belongs to the shower, the measured values

should yield the shower velocity. We may be deceived

occasionally by meteors whose true radiants and velocities

are not those of the shower but combine, by chance, in

such a way that

(v sin r,) shoer = (v sin ri) non-shower

Such cases must be far more rare than the 10 percent of

single-station meteors which we have been able to eliminate

from those meteors thought to belong to the shower*

It is probably obvious that the usual approximate

method may also be used to eliminate those double-station

meteors that have the proper radiant but a non-shower velocitr.

F. Heiht Errors

The problem of errors in our data reduction includes

two major questions, neither of which has yet been finally

( ) answered. First, the velocities and radiants determined by

I
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F )the direct and indirect methods are, in general, at variance

with one another. We need some quantitative criteria for

naking a choice between the two results. Second, we desire

a more exact knowledge of the mean errors as a function of

the various parameters of the solution. That neither of

these desiderata have been found dom not affect the results

of this thesis to any reasonable extent* All the problems

treated here are of such a nature that we need not be

concerned with whether the errors are 3 percent or twice

that amount. However, we will wish to know that the errors

are not, say, 15 percent. Our brief study of errors will

show they are not.

The final answers to these questions will be found only

after the completion of the reduction project. Eventually

we intend to acquire approximate data on 2000 meteors,

including about 300 faint meteors that have been reduced by

a more accurate method. An intercosnparison of results

should supply the information we want. Comparison can now

be made with several hundred brighter meteors already reduced

by Jacchla. However, the accuracy we would obtain in

detennng the radiant of these long meteors will seldom

be approached for fainter meteors. On the other hand,

common points are often more difficult to obtain on long

meteors. All in all, we do not consider bright meteors to be

comparable to faint ones with regard to our system of



measuring. A comparison of velocities obtained by accurate

methods and by the present method has been made for some 25

bright meteors. Our average error in velocity was about 3

percent.

With respect to the order-of-magnitude estimate we can

study the results of measuring errors of probable amounts and

we may compare our results for shower meteors with their

known values.

Let us begin with the errors in height introduced

by our assumption that the earth is a plane surface* The

correction for this was ignored as being small compared with

the intrinsic errors of measurement. This Is truo if the

meteors are in the vicinity of the zenith, as they were in

all the early New Mexico photographs treated here* It is

easily shown that
R2 -h12

Mi h.h, -. -- P (49)

where h is the computed height above the station level, h' is

the true height above the station level, R is the range from

meteor to station, and D is earth's diameter, With the

assumption that

h 2 h, (5o)
we obtain

R2.-h2

Ah .- . (51)
D +2h
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Employing equation (39), we 42 write

((2

Ah h2 (sec2 Z".l) (52)
D+2h

For meteors of 100 km altitude* the correction factor reaches

0.5 kilometers at a zenith distance of 37.7. Essentially

none of the me'.eors in this work exceed this value. The

average zenith distance is of the order of 200.

If the ccuon point is Improperly chosen or

measured, or If the two films are not correctly positioned

on the globe, t;he two rage lines, as defined by (A, tA) and

(OB# tB) will either not intersect in space or will not

intersect on a point on the meteor trail. Whether the

intersection occurs for any given set of measures or not,

our computations still lead to a complete description of

some triangle which represents, to some degree of approximation,

the true triangle defined by the two stations and a point on

the meteor. We are Interested in knowing how good an

approximation our measures probably give. To Investigate

this# it will be most convenient to study, In the original

equations, the chanes brought about by Independent changes

in the assumed position of the commion point along the t and

B axes. Differentials of equations (37), and (4O), (38) and

(39) yield:

()

4
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(~~~)OOB SB in +5ilOO~gBO8tAet

sin 

sin (54b)

(fr) ='sin . Cosb

(4AR AB rA(55a)

(tB sin rA coos ,?,,

(AB)Y 573 *WsWin *} (55b)

AR in
ft RAD " (550)

ADO i()"Bii J 5bt(55d
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The subscripts on .the differentials refer to those

variables held constant during the differentiation. The

differential angles are all expressed in degrees of arc,

having been converted from radian and from degrees of

hour angle when necessary. The parameter

At 4t cos 0. (57)

We will discuss the errors involved in one particular

case. Computations for other cases show that the total

errors will be similar in other parts of the sky where

meteors liave been photographed. As our exale, we will

use a meteor with the common point coordinates given 1n

Table 7. The re=aining values in the table were computed

from the equations previously given. The accuracy, of

course, exceeds that which may be obtained from reading

the nomograms and also exceeds the amount commensurate

with the ultimate accuracy of the measures (00.l).

It is a bit difficult to estimte a reasonable amount

for the errors in the coaon point, positioning, or

measuring which combine to give the total errors, &O and At.

( i
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Table 7

Differential Errors Produced by an Error in the Common Points

Station A Station B

5 +27.6 +13.9

t +13.5 o.4

y 86.2 105.0

R (ion) 86.31 89.16

Cos Z .976 .948

h (km) 84.2 84.5

H 85.8 85.9

/egok +4.43 -4.57

(~xi -4.83 4o468Yj degree

-0.714 -.0773

t 091433 .1000

m .o.3.16 +3&53

( I) +3M7 -3034/tj

U .. 91

PI~tt

+3.64 -3.17



Table 7 (continued)

Station A Station B

(em) -0.700 -0.634

1 +O.90g4 -0.019

( k) m -3.10 +2.90
AR'~

(I \ "+3.06 -3.28

C )hq -3.12 +2.72

S'+299 -311At , / 0j



The error involved in reading the globe scale should not

exceed 00.2. For fast meteors with a high apparent angular

velocity and with a common point of only moderate quality#

say 2j, the common-point error would be about 10. We believe

this to be considerably greater# perhaps by a factor of 2#

than the common-point error for the average meteor.

Positioning errors can occur in two ways. First, the two

films may not be properly superinposed. Because the globe

is not perfectly spherical and because its mean radius is not

exactly that of the films, we can not always superimpose

the entire star field common to both films. The attempt

is always made. to carry out the superposition in the

vicinity of the meteors and an error of about 00.5 would probably

be largeo The second positioning error, resulting from an

unknown time of the meteor occurrence, is a special case and

will be treated separately.

Fro the preceding extreme figures, we may estimate

that the average error, in t, or Bip will almost certainly

not exceed 1. It is unfortunate that this figure cannot

be verified by more rigorous methods than those used.

However, another check on our errore, to follow later, will

supply additional information tending to confirm this

as being an extreme value.

Let us assume that the common point at Station B has

been properly located, positioned and measured, and that,

(for any of the aforementioned reasons, a 10.0 error exists

an ra~or
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in the measures of the common point at Station A. The

percentage errors for this case, comutod from the quantities

in Table 7, are given in Table 8.

Table 8

Errors Resulting from a 10.0 Error in the Common Point

Percentage Error in: &8A = 1*00 At' = 1".0

R A3.7,0 3.65%

RB  3.7 3.7

hA  3.5 3.7

hB 3.8 3.7

The similarity of values within either column should

be expected. The similarity between corresponding values

of the two columns is the result of chance and indicates

that the maximum error for the meteor will occur for

departures in a direction roughly half way between the

directions of the 5 and the t axes.

When the instant of the meteor is unknown, we choose

the time of the middle of the exposure for reduction

purposes. Thus, with 12-*Inute exposures our maximum error

Is At = 6 ins = 10.5. However, in this case the comon

points do not suffer a shift relative to one another and

the resulting errors in the ranges will be the algebraic

sums of the errors caused by the displacement of both cocmmon
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points. Since those are of opposite sign and of about the

same magnitudo (see Table 7), the final errors will be small.

Table 9 shows the percentage errors resulting from a 10*5

shift in t of both filmso

Table 9

Errors Resulting from a Displacement of At 10.5 of Both Films

Quantity R h h2A 2 12
Error (1cm) +o,34 -.014 +0o20 .0.17

Percentage Error 0o4 0.2 0.2 0.2

We can see that the timing error will be negligible even in

those cases where the maximum possible error results from a

displacement along the t-axis.

Go. Velocity Errors

Errors in velocity may result from errors kn any of

the measures. Errors in the apparent angular velocity, ,

are probably small compared to any other type and we will

neglect these. From differentials of equation (43) we

see that the percentage errors due to range and radiant

errors are, respectively:

AR and (58a)

cot r.Ar. (58b)
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Thus the error in velocity cannot be less than the rane

error, which we found to be about 4 percent with the

assumption of a ommon point error of 10.0. The function Ar

is itself a function of r as one can understand by visualizing

the extreme cases when the meteor appears at the radiant

(r =00, Ar - 00), and when the meteor appears at a great

distance from the radiant (say, r = 900, Ar = ? 0").

We might estimate this unknown Ar to be of the order of
50 or 100 in the worst cases, We may say that certainly

Ar varies loss rapidly than tan r. This leads to the

apparently contradictory result that, in general, meteors

must have a badly determined radiant to allow us to produce

an accurate velocity. However, another independent error in

r, that imposed by our scale reading accuracy, 00.2, weighs

more heavily against meteors of small r. These two errors mv

combine in such a way that meteors at some intermediate r

give the best velocities.

We have no method of determining a satisfactory

relationship between r and Ar and we must therefore approach

this problem from another side. Among the meteors reduced,

there are 36 Orionid and 45 Geminid shower meteors for

which we know velocities. These groups will determine

our velocities errors. Purthermorep since most meteors

in these showers were reduced by both the direct and

indirect methods# we can find some estimate of a criterion

for choosing between the results of the two methods.
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In general# the direct velocities derived from the two

films of a given meteor do not agree with one another to

within several percent. However$ in some examples# the

radiant distance of one common point greatly exceeds that of

the mate plate and in these instances, the velocity derived

from the more distant trail was used or weighted more

heavily in the averages Average velocities.mean errors and

percentage errors were found for both sets of shower meteors

for the following oases:

(a) Direct velocity used for all meteors.

(b) Indirect velocity used for all meteors.

(c) Indirect velocities used when IBI 2> 100.0,

direct when fBI < 100.0.

(d) Same as (c), with division made at IBI = 900

.(a) Same as (c), with division made at IBI = 80.0.

Table 10 gives the average values, mean deviations and

percentage errors for each of these velocity criteria and

for both groups of shower meteors* The letters refer to

the outline above.
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SiMo V1Uos ad bwovM of Shusor taoo Vlooltios,
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N~umber of Number of /SMeteor's Indi~weot detrio ormr
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(a) i 26 3-* 00.9 20d4 4522361 1.0 29*45 26 6.0 1.13 3.1

Orlanids

a1 0 68*3 3.01 44%1: 214 67.,7 2.17 3.2
012867.6 2.05 3.0
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star' that oneoars an most of the Gssinid zotoow photop'inp1hM.

3SnoG these meosn' wore re4uaW --I -ioa12 to check tow
errors, it am noessar for the msastwea to Ofoz'ast tho
position of Ow radiant ftw eoh. mamma. a diftout taskc

with a radiant so clearly miiode till we belia this

was #Aoo A *Ado
zn theca or of rigd"s th. 1-t-Inon Is quite o fmt

Uw&Anct was not present on Ow region being"- phoeWh
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shower meteors until after the measures had been copleted.

Also, these meteors did not produce such bright trails as the

Geminids. Perhaps# then# the Orionids should be regarded as

giving the best test# although, as can be seen in Table 10,

the errors for both showers are comparable.

In regard to the indirectly determined velocities,

our measured quantities are A and B as defined by equations

(46) and (47). It may easily be shown that if the radiant

is properly chosen and there are no measuring errors, then

= = + 4B) sin2 r+ (59)
sin B

where r+, is the angle from the radiant to the comion point

of the trail most distant fron the radiant. A poorly

determined common point has little effect on A, since this

quantity ia determined from a ratio of the ranges, RI/R j . We

have already seen that a reasonable error in the comon point

results in coMarable changes, of the same sign, in the

two ranges. We may write:

A- A (60)

Differentiating this equation, we obtain

RBAR A RA (61M = .. . . . .. (61)

i A
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Thus, the errors in the range tend to compensate one another

in the determination of A. However, since we must still

apply the velocity equation (43) in its original form after

determining ri* any error in range will affect the velocity

in the usual fashion.

One can see that an error in the cocnon point will

directly effect B which Is essentially the distance between

common points. It iS also clear from the factor in

equation (59) that the indirect method will be more powerful

when IBI is sufficiently large. From the shower meteors

we can obtain an idea of how large.

Table 10 indicates that the deviation from the mean

velocities of the showers is of the order of 3 to 4 percent#

but we have yet to show that these mean velocities actually

correspond to those expected for these showers* Our velocities

are those at some point in the atmosphere# uncorrected for

deceleration and therefore somewhat lower than the usually

quoted velocity outside the atmosphere# In eeneral, we

choose comon points as near the beginning of the trail as

possible to minimize the deceleration correction. From

Orionid and Geminid meteors reduced by Jacochia we have

obtained the velocities at the beginning point of the meteor.

(vo). These results, as well as Jacchia's values for the

no-atmosphere velocity (v) are given in Table 11. They are

compared with the average velocity we obtained for the method

which yielded the smallest o" in Table 10(-)

A
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Table 11

Average Velocities of Shower I.1eteors Obtained

by Accurate Reductions

( Jacechia)

No. Meteors vIO vo  VREK

Geminids 17 36.6 36.3 36P3

Orionids 7 67.5 67.4 67.6

The agreement is excellent and bbere is no evidence for a

systematic error with velocity* We may conclude that our

velocity errors fo'or these cases, are about 3 percent, and

that the optimum minimum value of IBI for the indirect

reductions is about 80 to I00* It seems unlikely that

measures on somewhat shorter and fainter non-shower meteors

would yield errors that exceed 5 percent. When this result

is compared with the errors e2ected for ranges and heightsp

we see that we must have over-estimated the probable error in

the comon point, for as was pointed out earlier# the

velocity error cannot be less than the range error, which

was of the order of 4 percent on the assumption of a 1**0

error in common point.

There still remains the possibility that in selecting

the shower meteors# we passed over some oases which were

so badly determined that they were unrecognizable as members

of the shower. A study of the frequency diagram of the
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velocities of the individual meteors makes such a hypothesis

unlikely if, on the basis of such a diagram, one is willing

to grant that the scatter may be represented to a fair degree

of approximation by the usual error curves We have reproduced

in Figure 5 the frequency diagram for the directly determined

velocities of our ieminid meteors*

Figure 5

VELOCITY DISTRISTON OF OE=D SHOWER ME-TEORS,

APPROXIMATE REDUCTIONS

* 0

• •0 0

* a

S.-. .. .- - ; V5, .. . 0',

31.*7 33.7 35.7 37.7

Velocity (la/see)



Ro Some Specific Results of the Approximate Reduction Method

In selecting meteors for approximate reductions, we

inspected every meteor films in chronological orderp to

determine whether it was possible to make a reduction. We

discarded as few meteors as possible# and would have preferred

to exclude no mteors, so that the over-all statistics would

be unassailable. However, some individual cases clearly

would have yielded results of very poor quality. About

15 percent of the meteors were in this category, and rejected

for one of the following reasons:

(a) The meteor was too faint or too short for

the radiant to be determined,

(b) The difference in image quality (focus or

fog) of the mate films was such that no

satisfactory coanon point could be found.

A further fifteen percent of the meteors were also

discarded because their gemetry or positions made reductions

impossible or difficult. These included:

(c) eteors so close to the radiant on both

films that the photographic spreading of

the image obscured the breaks.

(d) Meteors that appeared on the film only in

part and, as a consequence, could not yield

a satisfactory comon point. Not all such

partial meteors wore exoluded, however# since

in many cases a good estimate of a con=in
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point could be made.

In addition, another fifteen percent of the meteors

photographed were not available for reduction at the time of

this study* They include:

(e) Meteors being reduced in the accurate reduction

program. These, in general, are brighter than

those we have treated. Their exclusion is

responsible for the homogeneity, with respect

to brightness, of our meteors*

(f) Other meteors occurring on the films included

in (e). These, we suppose, are a random

selection in all respects*

Of the remaining 55 percent which we reduced, we

later discarded from the statistics a very small fraction

of a percent, because large discrepancies in the final

results indicated that a solution was too difficult.

At present (Novembers 1955), data are available for

about 1600 meteors, photographed from the beginning of the

double-station Super-Schmidt progra, February, 1952,

through February, 195 4 Present plans call for a total

of at least 2000 meteors photographed over a period of at

least two years.

The data we wish to present here do not include all

that are available. The results quoted in the remainer of

this thesis are based on all the reductions that had been

(

'.
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completed at the time the particular analysis was made. This

will explain the varying number of meteors we include in

attacking the several aspects of this study.

To begin with, we shall mention briefly the distribution

of meteor velocities* Althoteh we wish to divorce this

aspect of the data from the general subject of the thesis

and to treat it separately in a later paper# we shall need

to refer to the distribution when discussing fragmentation

phenomena. Table 12 summeiazes the data on the first

1069 meteors to be reduced. Included are meteors occurring

between February 1952 and June 1953. For comparison we

have also listed the early information* compiled by Whipple

(1954), obtained from the small camera meteors. His

velocities are those at the top of the atmosphere# U, and

ours at the measured common point nearest the beginninZ of

the trail. The slight correction for deceleration necessary

to make the two groups strictly couparble is very small

copared to the 10 km/sec sub-groups we have chosen. We

have also listed the distribution of all meteors, exvepting

the Perseid# Orionidp and Oeminid showers, which add an

appreciable number to either the present or to Whipple's

total. Whipple lists a total of only 51 sporadic meteors

and consequently the elimination of all shower meteors leaves

few for comparison.

(A
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Table 12

Velocity Distribution of 1069 Super-Schmidt Meteors

Compared with the Distribution of 144 Small Camera Meteors

(See Text for Clasuifioations)

v km/sec Percent of Total for Cases:

10-15 13.7% 14.8% 3.5% 4.5 % 3.9%
15-20 16.5 17.8 6.2 8.1 15.7

10.20 30.2 32.6 9.7 12.6 19.6
20-30 22.7 24.6 24.3 31.5 27.5
30-40 21.0 18.2 3096 22.5 15.7
4.5'0 6.5 6.9l 9.03:
50660 9.5: 5.
> 60 48 12.3 22.9 18,9 23.5

The five categorios of meteors listed in the table include

the following:

(a) 1069 Super-Sohmidts, representing all those

occurring between February, 1952, and June,

1953, and reduced by approximate means.

(b) 988 meteors remaining from (a) after the

exclusion of all meteors in three major

showers (45 Oennids, 36 Or'ionlds,z 0 Perseids).

(a) 144 small camera meteors by Whipple (1954).

(d) 111 meteors remaining from (a) after the

exclusion of all metoors in three major

showers (19 Oeminids, 2 Orionids, 12 Perseids).

(e) Those metoors (51) in (a) that are sporadic.
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Regardless of which categories of meteors we compare#

we see that the older data rather badly underestimated (or

we have overestimated) the number of meteors in the lowest

velocity group. It ma be that the explanation lies In

the choice of meteors accepted for accurate reduction. Mters

of low apparent velocity may have the shutter breaks greatly

obscured by photographic diffusion of the dash 4mage so

that the meteors are difficult or impossiblo to measure.

Such oases would be selectively rejected, leaving a

preponderance of faster meteors.

Statistics concerning phenomena apparently caused by

fragmentation of the meteor are available for 585 cases#

all the meteors occurring between February and December, 1952.

For each of these meteors we have recorded the presence and

position of wake and terminally blended dashes. The wake,

in the best examplesn, is seen as a trail of steadily

decreasing luminosity extending from a dash towards the

direction of the radiants When the wake is strongs the Image

due to both dash and wake may assume a tear-.drop shape* In

more usual cases one can only notice that the dash lacks

symmetry in the direction or the.meteor's motion. For

faint photographic meteor*, one cannot be more explicit in

describing the appearance of wakes

Terminal blendinr in the strict sense$ is a term

that should be reserved to describe those dashes that do not

necessarily show an asymmetry but are longer than the

I),
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expected one-fourth of a shutter cycle. Often the final

images will be very faint but will clearly be more diffuse

than some earlier images, We cannot always decide whether

such an Image should be designated as wake or as terminal

blending* We generally classified such cases as blending.

Although this represents a consistent approach, the result

has probably been to overweight the occurrence of blending

by an appreciable amount. Good exazles of wake are

certaiy more cemon than good examples of terminal blending

and perhaps ono should expect the same to be true for the pocrer

examples* By expressing some doubt concernine the number of

meteors displaying each of these characteristics, we do not

wish to irmply a question as to whether any of these meteors

displayed one of the fragmntation phenomena*

In 1954 we made a preliminary study of the correlation

of the visible effects of fragentation and velocity, on

the basis of some 50 faint meteors. The analysis of the 585

meteors confirms the conclusion that the existence of wake

and of terminal blending are both a function of velocity.

Table 13 lists the results*

/
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Table 13
Percentage of Meteors in Various Velocity Groups that

Display Some Visible Effects of FraVwentation

v (la/sec) wake Termal Wake and Terminal Wake and/or
Blending Blending Terminal Blending

10-5 1% 79% 23%8915a'20 41 53 25 69*

10-20 37 63 24 7
20- 39 30 11 7
N0o 29 32 16 4

25 3 31
50 60 10 63 15

>012 1 114
ALL 28% 30% 12% 4+5%

For the reasons given above, the final column of Table 13

should be considered to be the best set of data; it gives the

percentage of meteors in the given velocity groups that show

wake or terminal blending, or both*

These figures agree in a general way with those obtained

by Jacchia (1954) for a group of 137 bright Supor'Scbmidt

meteors. Ite found wake in 46 percent of the cases, terminal

blending in 34 perconts both in 16 percentp and either In

61 percent* The higher percentages are the result of his

greater average meteor brightness. Jacohia notes that all

meteors of maximum apparent brightness of more than four

magnitudes above plate limit show sacme wake. The indication

is that all meteors release some wake particles and when the
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I CHAPT III

BEOINNING POINT OF E 4E RS

A. M~eteors Characterized bZ an Abrut !nd Ealy Rise to

Certain faint meteor display a light curve that

may best be described as "backwards". In the most extreme

cases the meteor appears at maximum light, rising 1.0 or 1.5

magnitudes above plate limit within the period of time between

the dashes (1/80 eec); it then becomes progressively fainter*

The light curve, measured in magaitudes, on the declining

branch ia almost linear in timeo The final breaks show

terminal blending. By reversing the time scalep one can
x

obtain a very plausible reprosentation of the light curve

of a normal high-velocity meteor*

In less extreme cases, these meteors may appear at an

intensity close to the plate limit and show a normal increase

In brightness for several dashes followed by a more or loss

abrupt rise to a maximmi where the change in brightness

may be abrupt or smooth, As before# terminal blending

K is likely to be present in the final dashes*

There are no exanples of this form of light curve

among any of the several hundred larger meteors photographed

on small cameras. Abrupt meteors are apparently peculiar to

those smaller objects that can be photographed only with

(
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Super-Schmidt CamerUs

Of all the meteors photoaMeOd Ln the first year of the

Super-Schmidt double-station...p**BVnC (February, 1952 to

February, 1953) and reduced bymsur approximte.methodp

13 percent of the meteors qou.l U be assigned to this category#

Although the observational, dats 0 clearly demonstrate the

existence of a class. ot abrutoetears some examples occur that

are hard to classify for one o1 a everal reasons; (a) the rise

is steeper than normal but notj&bwt, (b) the Increase In

light is noticeable but not gmtats (a) the light curve falls

off rapidly at some point afte I tLt rise in Such a way that

the abnormality might be desctOOd as simply a prolonged

flare, (d) the dlscontinuity o~i te light curve occurs so

late in the trail that only a o=92l fraction of the meteor

departs from normalityo or (e)$Ithw meteor shows a mixture of

the above effects. We have reIJLed entirely on our subjective

appraisal of each case in deo1"tELr vhether a given meteor

should be included in the clas o: abrupt meteors.

The information derived f the approximate reductions

Indicate that at least three cWoe' qualities are shared,

statistically, by such meteors, irstj, as in the case of

walce, abrupt meteors are chax ,ef.stcally a low-velocity

phenomenon; nearly a third of L11 aeteors of velocities

less than 20 kI/soc fall Into *fts class (Table 14).
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Table 14

Velocity Distribution of Abrupt Meteors

V (m) No* reduced No. Abrupt % Abrupt
s b., 1952- Meteors Meteors
Feb., 1953.

10-15 85 27 32

1w20 105 31 30

20-30 151 22 15

30-4O 185 11 6

40-50 49 3 6

50-60 47 1 2

> 60 14o 5 4

Total 762 100 13%

Second# abrupt meteors arej, in general, short in

duration, Since the meteors in this study represent a

rather homogeneous group with respect to their maximum

magnitude, we would expect a homogeneity in the durations

of any given velocity group unless some distinction in

the physical processes exists between different types of

meteors* Table 15 lists the median and mean number of

dashes observed for (a) all normal meteors; (b) normal

meteors with velocities less than 20 kc/sec, and (c) all

abrupt meteors.
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Table 15

Comparison of the Durations or Normal and Abrupt Meteors

All Normal Normal Neteors, All Abr'Qt
Meteors v< 20 km/sec Meteors

No of
Meteors 30 89 100

f ian 19 23 16
No* of
D~ashes

Mean 23*0 28.8 17.7

The mean values are heavily influenced by a few bright

meteors, none of which show an abrupt rise. The median

values of the low velocity meteors probably should be

used as the standard for comparisons since over two-thirds of

the abrupt meteors have velocities in this range. Howeverp

any comparison of figures in Table 15 shows a sigificant

decrease in the duration of abrupt meteors.

Finally, terminal blending was detected in about

two-thirds of the abrupt meteors and was strongly

concentmted among the lower velocity objects. Furthermore,

if we describe the blending qualitatively in terms of the

number of dashes for which terminal wake was recorded# the

velocity effect is even more pronounced* (See Table 16).

)/
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4 ), Table 16

Extent of Terminal Blending Among Abrupt Meteors

as a Function of Velocity

ve 20 m/sec v 20 k/soo

Percent of abrupt meteors
with terminal bLending 83 34%

Average number of broaks
with terminal blending among 5.6 1.3
abrupt meteors

The preceding table and short duration of abrupt

meteors supply, in part, an explanation for the discrepancy

between our results and those obtained by Jacohia in the

case of the velocity, dependence of terminally blended

meteors. To measure decelerationsp meteors of great length

are preferred. The very short abrupt meteors are not

suitable and they have probably been selectively rejected

for purposes of accurate reduction* However, these meteors

are just those which show a strong velocity dependence in

the terminal blending characteristic.

The various anomalies of these meteors have in the

past, Jacohia (1954). McCroaky (1955), been very logically

explained as the result of a sudden crumbling of the

meteoroid at the point of the abrupt rise. The resulting

increase in the effective surface area causes the increased

luminosity. Differential deceleration of fragments of

different sizes causes the mass of the original meteoroid

(
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to spread along the trail and obscure the shutter brealis.

The duration of the meteor will be that of the largest

fragents and not that of a single body and consequently

the meteor will not endure. The qualitative data of this

study have not produced a result at variance with this

description of the phenomenons Moreover, we will be able

to make the crunbling-hypothesis still more plausible by

a quantitative statistical study.

We may describe these abrupt meteors in terms of a

relatively few observational parameters. The degree of

crumbling, as measured by the increase of the effeotive

area, is proportional to the luminosity before and after

the discontinuity. It can be seen that in a general way

the slope of the rising branch of the light curve is

related to the rate of crmbling.; and the duration and

slope of the declining branch is, in some complex fashion,

dependent on the distribution of particle sizes after

orunbling. The brightness and degree of the terminal

blending are also related to this distribution. The

height at the point of disruptionp the velocity, and

the angle of approach into the atmosphere complete the

list of the Important quantities that may be obtained

without recourse to the accurate reduction methods*

Unfortunately# one of the most interesting pieces of

information is not available in man of the cases studied.

( Very often the meteor shows no Image before the steep rise

I
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and we can only fix an upper limit on the effective area

of the body before framentation. This upper limit is

set by the limiting magnitude of the film, which is itself

a function of the length of the dash (a long and faint

dash can be as easily detected by eye as a shorter but

brighter dash). Since the dash length depends on velocity,

we will introduce an extraneous velocity dependence on the

intensity increase, bI, in the sense that the larger values

of 41 will occur for higher velocity meteors. Even in

those cases where the meteor shows several faint dashes

before the burst, the value of AU may be in error by an

amount corresponding to O3 or O.4 magnitudes because of

the difficulty of estimating the brightness of low-intensity

imagese.

We are in a better position with respect to height.

The conmon point is extremely well determined because of

the discontinuity in the light curve. The velocities, too,

should be of good quality In so far as they depend on the

ranges. Of course, these meteors are short and the

determination of the radiant distance, r, by the direct

method is somewhat less reliable.

If the assumption of rapid crumbling of the meteor

is valid, we might expect the disruption to occur

because of an internal explosive phenomenon or because of

crushing caused by external pressure forces. We might

also include the possibility that gross fracturing occurs

as a result of a temperature differential through the
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meteoroid, we believe that the abrupt meteors supply us

with good evidence that the crumbling occurs when the

dWnmc pressure, v2, on the body surpasses the crushin

strength of the meteoric material.

Values of the air density, taken from the Rocket

Panel Atmosphere (1952), were found for the bursting

heights of 74 excellent cases of abrupt meteors.

It was assumed that these heights could be related to the

meteor velocity by an equation of the form:

/v n = C (62)

or

log/O + n log v = log C. (63)

A least-squares solution was applied to find the constants.

These values are compared, in Table 17, with the results

of similar least-squares solutions for the densities at

the beginning heights of normal meteors. We have also

quoted the correlation coefficients* R, for the best

values of a = no and for other values of n. The relatively

low probable error for the solution comprising the 74

abrupt meteors is probably indicative of the increased

accuracy resulting from reductions of meteors with well

determined ocmoon points.

(
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Leasb-sqmmes Solton of Sqation (63) for
points or NNW meteor' and for marstJng poi4nts or

Abrwp4t Yte rs

Abrupt AU nzml Momal
meteors meteors v 440 1.2/See

No*o
Meteors 74 238 142

1o6 c (os) 4.20 9.42

no 1.94±0.11 2.82O±.o7 3.11_0.14

R 0.84.03 0.91+.01

n 1.0 2.0

R 0#."4t05_ o.8t±.02

n 3.0 4.0

R 0.71.06 .O.8:.oe

Vh nozl mteors used to oc erisn were the first

groW of meteors to be. reduoda Additional data ae

SaVaIlable at this time but have not yet boon utillmed in

a least-squaes solutlon. Such work wll not be arrled

out until after the pwoidmate xo utocn proem has been

ql eted9 and after a study of aeros has been mMe by

the o---nris+n of a Uwz mnmbw or case treated br both

the aoute and the anvoideate "*two of redatl4o.

(*

I+



Howver* the probable errors leave no dmbt that the

beginnin points of these faint noml meteors oouw 2oo %di6

to a las different from that obyed by the bustin points

of abrupt meteors*

DV selecting only the ocammel ontf oae of meteaoms

with abrupt zrse# we gSan the double adn of AsI the

meteors with the most accuately kmom he10ht8# and of

limitinM our matorial to a g of mteors that

indLsptably belong to the me clso. In this process

we are neglecting about 25 percent of our data and are

also reducing the rnge of velocities and heeihts sinces

as we have mentloned# the best exeqlae of abrupt metoors

am low-veloolty object** Wh1s latter fact sUgests

that possibly theOov= constant law app bycabrupt

meteors Is a result solely of their veloolty. However,

a study or low velocity normal meteors (see Tble 17) show

that only a small ohange In the velocity exgemt occurs

for these meteors as oapered to that for normal meteors

of all velocities*

FiUpre 6 shows the relatimonsip determined for the

begnnngheights af noml meteors and the bursting

he ots of abrupt meteors s AMUtioMI or veocity.1 0h

filled circles Ipsnt ndividual ose of the

point. of nomal meteors and t open ciroles repreent

the bursting points of abrupt meteors. n spite of the VIM

... )
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scatterp most of which is probably real, one can readily

see tho distinction between the two grous.

ting the course of the averae meteor by means

of this ~aph, we ee that it first reaches a point In

the atmosphere at which it may be oxected to become

luminous. That is, on the clasloal meteor theory&

heat trwansfer to the body becomes sufficient to vaporise

the materialo Then at some later t #e, which depends on

the meteor velooLty, the pressure on the body (PO) exOeeds
the crushing strength of a certaln c1ass of moteoroLds and

the abrept rise In intensity may occur. S scatter that

Is possible In those points nwy case anW given meteor,

especial' If it be a low-veloocty object# to be visible

first at the fracturing points However* for high velocity

meteors our results predict that in almost all case the

burst will not occur at the begizning point of the meteor.

A confiration of this, and of tho result in eneral, is

suppMie by seven meteors stuied by Jacohia (g9 49)0 "Wse

meteors showed an unusual Increase in luminosity on the

rising branch of the liot ourve. This behavior is abroia

in oantrat to the flaring meteors as desoribed b N1s

Hofflet (29") and Jacohla. Both roud flares to ooo wlar

in the meteor's tmjectoye. Also, unlike a true flare#

the lwz@ loity of these seven meteors romained hL~i after

the burt and did not retreat to the level predicted tW the

A
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theoretical IAt curve. JaoohSa tentatively associated

this pI c n with the a Ospheric El-ayr but it sees

certain nou that the correlation was duo to ehanca. Wo haw

plotted the disWton points (X's) for these mteors In

Pitire G. their asreomen with the constant prssure ourve

1s good.

3. M ZA aeiui~Pi t of Nrw M Wtor

Our interest In norml mteor In the preoedIn

section was priarl b ou desire to oa*QMn

them with th special claUss of ab Wt meteors. Howver#

tO result obtaed i worth futher stud and e atio.

even t ho Cr ly on appoximte. approach t feasiblAe at

this time.

1f1tg we should point out eoV3ottly that the

begining point Is a fwontion of the insta'isnt as well

a of the meteor. It i the first dash We of sufioent

intensity to be pot an detected b7 eye on a

carefu Inspection of the trail. Often the observer will

be able to detect a questionable Uae (or images) at a

point before the first tell defined dash. he bew

point of such a meteor may be In error by that ammt If

the observer inoerretly decldes that the doubtful imaes

do or do not belong to the matecr tral.
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We will ask how our observed distribution of

beginning points as a function of velocity agrees with

the'prediotions of the metoor theory.

The intensity at any pointp given by equations (6b)

and (74), Is

x = -m v (64)

whore

is A M 2/ /OV(65)

Wo have repacoed the OX wnltas 3# by the general

quantItieoA/and 2/. Our result will consist of one

equation Involving these two imlmommse We have then#

the re Iatioshipi

a'n ,0' (66)

* tstrictly spealing. We *mid consider both A and
as fntions of velcilty. In the cas of A, we can

only make a negative statement: there is no reason to
believe It romains oonstant.

For w ocould refer to the theretical reaction
rate model prW*Wso by Cook, W~ring &-A Thoas (1951).
Under such a h theis, higher velocity neteors mar
acquire enowy at smh a rate that the surface would be
maiutained at a e-Ieratue In wcess of the v MPMtion
teqiersaao The enery Per pun of mass lost would then
exceed that determined by the latet heat#

We s5hil, however neglect these ohaons and boe our
caculationo oi the o3acal mteor theory, utilizing

(A
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!lom ur previous reuato we know the eltioshp between

/0 and v for aver normal meteors. poed1 we can

filM a similar relation for X and v for these meteors. Us

then# we can do the some for the mas we wll be MA

to *hook the functional re ention given by oquation

(66). To find aoourate meteor massess we mast roy upon

aocumte photometry of the entie meteor trail and the uso

of eqtion (10),

1, :" .. LAO (67)

Nesleotui a' chane of velooity, we haves

l v^ - dt. (68)

jac ia (unpubLihed) has devised an doe method for

detemining the integmtod intensity, which we wll

lot IX be the meteor "t W at the point of

reidmz Light and XIM the Uliin( intensity of the plate.
~Wo def.ne

A x= umo*N a *5lo XA (69)

Also, let T, the duration of the meteor, be defined as the

time during %ftoh the meteor Inesty Is above the plate
Ludt*,

(1
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We Will wpvlr a wssian cuo to repr nt the

Intensity of the meteor aw a fmtIon of tm:
.h2 t2

W a; tM) 0 (70)

We have chasmn the ti scale such that X = M at t = 0.
Ten X = ZlM= at t It+ . 1 follow that s

.h 2

and

voequmtIon (69) we then flMne

We oan no Intoomte the intoenstyp as:

f~ ~ wh2 J 2 t2 LmT T

Ia~m dta edt =n 9924x (74) o o
TMe use of the aussian in be qAUetoned. For low.

velocity mateares the ersnan tx be very good. For'

high-velooity moteorso whose light curios ame not sycastwicsZ.

It can be very bade However, the intensrls ur~er the

SaussionP as defiraned un ~dor the aotuali curve do not
diff'or Grtly. Zn ti case, the proof of this pdin

les In the rsult of ooqparin the aouirsteflitegated
(!
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Intensities and the sppro:matoly InteGrated Intonsitios.

Jacohia finds the arecent to be extmoly good (-'5 percmt)

in those exaqM.os for uthioh a ocsaeison was made*

An a result of equation (74)p we may coqputo the

quantity# m,, v/c. 2w duration Is given In term of the

total nuw of' breaks visible* N. % (or Imx) t.s

obtained from Photometry (see JachiaO 2949)e Todtemn

MIJM we assuw that the m.nitude of the meteor at the

bec4irml point Is that ot the plate Lmt, where tho plate

liit Is defined as the mridtudo of the faintest star

visible on the photoetrnio oqus plate possoeSSI

star trails ot the sam length as the meteor dash*

0. Be fawkIns, (apublisbed) has idly suppled us with

his estimates of these value.s given as a function of the

lergth of the starimsas. T estUtos am onsidered

accurate to within 0.2 mocnLtudes.

Although we lack preaio phot; tz7 o n meteors treated

In this wozic, we do have a gp'ra aone those used in

the begirming point dete inat4on for wtmLch consistent,

If not absolutep estimto of maximnm magitude have been

mde. using oquation (74) we havo detenned the e

intensity of Ill s uob teos. Me aver... values of th

losz'iw m of this quntit, as a tunoLon of velocity class

sppears in Table 18.
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Table 18
;Averago Intosgted Intensity oft II Meteors

as aPwution or Velooity

Volocit- olm 10.20 20-0o 30-* 40*50 50-60 >60v all

Number of
moteors 28 28 17 12 9 191I1

log Sx dt
in arbitray 083 .90 *83 .96 1419 e80 .87
units

The satter In the indIVIdual veaue of log SI dt

Is considerablo but there is 00arently very little velocity

correlation. A least-squares solution tow the onmnt

In the equation

vn S dtc oanstant (75)
y1elded

n : -0. _±0o.

We have* thens

Me v/ . d SC sv ,o v° 01 0. (76)

or

(.NYC& + 0.1) t 01 (77)

ince a neglIblo iunt of aterAl he been lost br the

meteor by the time it first become visible# we may &sm

Mar
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For ant'ointion relating to the Intoewity at the
beginmize points we shall c@randor a p'aa of 'waverttwO

(to be definod) inteoro We shall smen., as we did In

detettdinre the Interated Intensity that the maWotude

of the tIxost visible dass Is equal to the lniting

rxdnitudo of a oq etrailed oaeqp son plte. to

convert this to absolute intensity we must = al 5el

a,8 m,'on listed below, m-e nuwical values derived

from these aauoqutions will define the averae. meteor,
We asumt

(a) 2he averae. distaxe of the meteor from

the radiants In terms ot sin r, Is the some tor meteoar

of all velocitlo. From the averse or 100 meteors we

determlmd an averae value or M = 0.58.

(b) Te averse senith distanoe of the begimuin
point of the meteorp In terms of coo Z# Is the s s to

meteors of' all velooities* for the sam meteors used In

We) we found1 this averae to be c547 a 0.94.
Table 19 ,.sts the varLow stop In the correotion

of the n ,m tuces (ppwnt) to units or absolut
intensity. The omiptatmons sm made to. 7 average, aid

hpothetioal, meteors with velocities betwoen 10 end 65 W4eo,

Rows 2s 3, am 4~ si respectivexy# the density (A') at the

begini. Point# compted fran equation (63) a&W Table 171
the o s;01i, height above e level (H) as talmn trm
the Roowt Panel At mOs hee a nd the height above the point
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of observation (h), Using the averel value of coo Zp

we obtain the range, R# from equation (39)s

h h
(78)

From equation (44)o we mav now dotermine the lenwth or

the moteor dash tfo each of these volooti o, by usin

the value# ir = 0.58 found above. We may writeo

V R

or

1 ~ 4

Row 6 contains the limiting ajeiet photographic m dtudos

for dashes of this leneth, as Interpolated from Haain valus.

In row 7. we have *or,,oted the proedrn value to'

the differonce at the trailing velolties of oc rii n

star and meors and row 8 Is the absolute phOt

Maudtude; that Is# the m m e the e i point would

display had It been at 100 km distanoe.

m plot of los I aoit Ice v (see Flgo 7) g~ves

a srhioal solution to the velocity eondoe of the

Intensity at the P point of the normal meteors.

We find that
.69_. (() *, (79)

(L
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Table 19

Dorivation of aPtotop'rho Intensitios of h i

Points of frint keors

Volocity 10 1s 20 30 40 50 65

log A -7.5O -8.00 -8.5 -8.85 -920 -9.4T -979

H 7T.5 84.5 89.5 96. 102.0 106.5 112.0

11 76.0 86.0 88.0 95.0 100.5 105.0 110.5

R 80.8 88.3 93.6 101.1 106.9 1U.7 1.17.5

MP 10.75 1100 11920 11.50 11.65 11.15 11.85

3.3 3.1 3.1 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.7

3. .8 3.4 3.2 3.0 2.8 2.6 2*.4

lo6 - .52 *.136 -1.28 -1.20 1.12 ml,O1 .96

It Is difficult to assess the accuracy of the result

bcaus we cammot be oertain of the value of asu~zpticn

(a) and (b)
ing of our i ndiate remlts for t

normal meteors stWaaed here, we have
.. ,8

m v 0,7
and I.v

We e octs

2/3
Iftm (
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E uatinm exo nts wOrive at:

I/U+,U 3*4o(82)

If we assume the values of the anndno rteor tbUeoq

1.= J- =3 a disrepa y of about an hl of apower o v

ezists between our results and those preficted. On the

other hand# bpiic' ovinal sa ntat v,1~'I which

leads to/U= 3# we Intended to aply oray to bri~t
metoeo=. Ho prodicted that for smaIL r bodies# 9' would

be ndipexl of velocity * An indeed, Jaocola finds

that for 0uper chmdt meteors, som, iz'rovmnet in the

cagutod a n opheric densities result when thi pon

of constant is egmyed* Our result would tand to

confim this* We have#

and

a value which is more oaptiblo with the asmmsed v&bw

of V= e.

On the other hwa$d we mrniht also explain the deviation
of equatin (82) from the predicted value tV a chau. In

2/° SW w aant In ftVOV of this wil be presented In

the net chaptOr.



Thez'o con be awe question ooo~~zgtho 81i01ifonao

of this comral roult. Te amitosUsed ai'o asnb

and the poworalmap oxwmatiins are falr. HOweVer*

until a mo rigorous solution Is petie.with a

lartpr rAiz~ber of meteors, this should be acovtod as a

pWelimiIISZ reslt. We believe though# that the

preceding analysis has shoam the desi-rebility Of rspetin8

the work on a more oxtorasio s8090
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TO1 MU1EE WAKE

OWs most sGtzidn ohGa1 t~r1itIo of the first guper.'

Schmidt notoor photogvap was the frequent presence of

a oon0 drble wcnt of inosity In the sutter

breaks of the trails. 11 frontisplee shovs an ozmelo

of this so oalled wake. 3=9 such afet had been seen

on a few photographs obtained earlier with sallor

cames (Millman and Noffilts 1937) but in enarsl these

camoes wore too slow and the breaks too short for this

henomeno, to be easily apprent, n ad ItIont the sMatton

or those or~ler cameras were placed In ftromt of the

objective and did not give as sha.p a cut-of In the breaks

as do the focal plane shutters of the Schmidts a Smu

It Is more difficult to recogaiue exrnoslnnosity

In these smewhat blurred breaks*

We have# Ini owr definition and in our th~irs

distnuse between the phonAM of wake and train. We.

have potltdthat ]LUMU"oity in the wake Mts froM

small particles, detached fm the md prper which

decelerate with respect to the meteor a&W show a luminosity

behind the meteor. hese particles winl still have a

velocity o re to that of the meteor* Vi train Is

supposed to result from reombntin of nearly stationar



atmosherlo ions and atohms oa'r the meteor has pased.

The ypothosls that two separate phenw may cause a

lUmlnooty In the break* 'equles Justifliatlon. Ar

osLlo Impaction of the tral cannot distinpeah between

the two and there aoares to be no way at present b

which we can show, for certain, that the wake is distinct

from the trALn Whenon&. However, the present data Siva W

sovaml facts which makes swh a distinction entirely

plausible.

Firstp let us asmm that the Intensity In the brea

is duo to tmin# and then ask how the observed, charocter

Istocs of this Intensity comqpa with the Mwn oharaotoezx

Istics of a train, We know (Ul1er and WhUpple, I9VA)p

for emolo tha t train show om s d 2z'e more ligt In

the red than do meteors and we would tepweor'e ect

enhmenne~nt of the itenslty In the broak on panahrctio

flm. As yet we do not have an exemle of the ome

meteor photoaabed on different ebalsians ut this test

should be Irapt In min for the futreo Howver the

omppleto laok of auccess of train Owtop'apft with blue

etialons nd the oxistenco a stron wake an the same

omal~ am in themeles good ovidence for the belief

that the two phen en, are seopate,

! ')
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S(-e ilo x lat is also available an the decay t1w

of meteor trains. ULler and Whipple assmned an aitra

luminosity decay of the tom 2 - zO/(l+ t)2 to fit the

observations of meteor trains. h values of decay

constant#. X& epended an heI0Ltt and ranged In value from

003 to 300 uoos7 * Withoutb conrning ourselves with an

exact anals a visual inpection of a tral shows

that the Intensity of. the wake has decreased by at lout

a fator or 2 over a distance or a dash egth (4WI ao).

2his order-o-matude ton ylels a R of 100 wa'02

a value quito out or Lin with those for train doco.

fttam be t) O~zA hOWeVer, With the aboVe --ccpWiLSon

Ir. for o2nlep the decay constant itself is a ftuntion

of te, the Gri Is not valid. Liller and Whipple

derived their reslt fro the l4noty ocuMIn sever"

seconds after the passage of the meteor, and our data relate

to a period of time only several hundredths of a secod

after the metco. Perhps there is no reaon to eooct the

decay factor to be constant over this range. trUmore,

the fowe of the dway equation t not be at all correct.
A cowison of the statistics of trains and wakes

offers a more conclusive method of dI1La between

the two. We have noted (Tbl. 1) that the exitence of

wake Is pi riya l01owVelocity meteor hnso.Ysis
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on the othor hans are dstinctly associated with hit

volocity meteors. Visma observers (Olivier. 1925j

Norton, 1946) cotmoo y cszsterize tho Leoiwd OrionLd,

Parseid wW other hSk-velooity meteor showers s traIna

producing, this writer, on the basis of several year. of

visual observ ions, acricms

The averoc velocity of 50 meteo In the havard

propw=) for wihioh trist have been .booesfully Po h

Is 59 eeo* Of them meteor s. 4 hao been reduced b

the approxate method, 9 were treated byr preolse means

and one was Identified visually s a Prseld meteor for

which we have assumed a velocity of 60 Io/ec, We wish

to than M. Robert 1o Mwes tor a considerable portion

of the rpproxiint reductions a for s theme

dtta prior to publication.

Table 20 gLves the velocity distributions ad the

corresponIn distribution that would be o3oted If: (a)

meteors produced trans - -ndependent of their velocity and

(b) the distribution t meteor volooltles Is tVat given byr

Colum2 (a) of Tablo 12 In Chapter U.* %be disparity Is

stril-dJ-n between the rnbers e eoted and those observed

and cannot be explainod in tezws of observational select oan

Although the rVard obe in New Loio were re

of the oldor observations c ei trins, there was a

period when they thought the mjorLty of trains they

K '



observed vimally w re associated with mteors o" low

(apparent) volo wtre V e"Ver. the r to ver

visual observation, boj ptop t .

Table 20

Distribution, o Veloolites Among Traln-l~oduolns Neteor

v (kq/~sc) Observed X*Eber Mse GALbO

10020 0 1541
2.ow) 3 u.4
30040 3 l1.ssjoAO5 10O.5

*10"50 2 3.2

50-60 5 2.4

> 6O 35 704

Total 50 50.0

Ourzm has been to Justift ou dostinihinS between

wale and trai and the velocity criterion Is sufficient

to do so. It at the san time we y note that it is

not only velocit that soverns train occurrences. S

L observationlat o rowbrI g (1907), LI.ler (3.954), -nd

Wh1pU (13) agpe as to the fact that the mXmU Ot Meteor
trains lie in the vicinity of 85 to 90 ilometers altitudes.

2his meIoon Is move aoessible tor' meteors at moderate seed

(--30 UM/eoc) than for very f m . €oseqotl

If slower meteore do produce trains we would

antlcpmte a lwr omubor# It not a pvepok eNM of oK)



i( met o s amoM the train data,

The fir a point In tavoi of the thor that Smala

partioles cause the wake phonoon rests on J.Wocha's

(1955) Inte-retation of th enamlo behavior ot faint

meteors. If frsa en tatIon does ooow we oast expect a

wake. e2w umnmt and the charactor of the wake will

dopend on the a wmt of frs a tationA the size of tho

~ra rist~o , particles and the immn oirouawtanoes of

the metor itsolf (velocity, hoigt# and trajectory).

The remi r of this chapter will prosent a quantitative

tratment of this problem.

Be D2e=r or 9ho Mgtos IWak

We will asww that at some tze t =0 a mel

particle, of mus m Is o Sepa trn the meteoroid. We

will further, asme that the parent body does not ahiold

the frtm t firi coll with the air molecules and

that the aome metor theory vin be applod to meteoroid

and to wake particle. The problem will be siplified

without aar appreciable loss of aouracy It we mppooa

that the meteoroid does not deoolerate durin the several

breaks over hich we will stUdY the fr4aWmt We can

now derive the equations sIvI*n the inte ty o the wsk

as a tAmtion of distanwe behid the metecr.



i- w dz'0M equation has been GLven not

Zntroftwing *qMtIon (L4). r~eatin the asns Wa

velocity we find u

2
dv .1h 0)V

Substituting into equaton (84) the r t i,

dt = , (85)

we rind

S~~ds 0 d.(6

aw choosin a "utable scae hoi tp 1. we may desa.ibe

the a pric density In a reglon of severe. Idlomot

by the Ipoential e:

O=P .  (87)

2w heigt of the mteor at W times HIis given bV

a =HO+ (so - s) 00osZ wrO is ' the senith distance

of the 8pereat vadiant. We will choose ou bowAndy

oonrdItions that at t a t. 0. All w4ooipt eros

refer to onditions at the t th nas from

the meteoi. Owans



( ,1\p04 )(______ 3 .... dv. (81)

* pIMIM p a HO And Int tifrom 0 to ad

from v. to v te havo:

a -00 \'o v

do 0o
0 ov

in t of a new aularyr quantity&

u = .202 (90)

the ri~t hwA~ side redces to tho differenc or' two

expInnta rtegrals wAn we obtain:

Si N) " ()
or(~~ -B (u)

+1 (92)

-7"1

MO oa
.. .. )(
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The W.P.A. bTbls (19 0) of the qmlIntegrals with

arsumnts to four places (0.000 - 9.9 ) were used for

solutions of this equation.

Having chosen Values for m# Ho, Vo and cos %. we

cmputd values or s ftr various values of v. Zn Senena

about 20 such ccMutations were made, representing a rng
In v of vo Z v I vo -.0 )p/ais. The time elmsd sn.

fragmentation Is obtained byr -rturam the tabula

relationship v versus sw (or 4 vermus e) wtere

represents the distance travelled by the wake particle

since frn*ro. Using this and the aswuptIon that

the meteor itself travels at constant-velocity Vot we find

the lag of the wake particle, behind the meteorold, to be

As = a - % V = v t -%. (94)

Since this lag Is known as a ftnotion of v# we may use the

intensty equation to find the lu.tnosity due to the wae

particle as a runction, of the lag, As; that Is# we may

deter the Intensity arising from a particle at

L some given distance behind- the amId

per particle 4g (95)~/ov4 * "

thou n sioe we know the velocity of thi

particle and, b asw ptio the mss of the paptiole at

the time of tronwntation when Its velocity was veq we mgy

( ) empl 3 eqatI n (14) to determine the mass of the patiole
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1 at the time it dte yat to a ve@omit v. Substitutng

this valuo of m in equatin (95)0 we obtains

Suppose for the rment that the mteor is at sest

and Is a souroe of ake pat, es that acoeetato uq frm

the Citeom At the tiM of ftegntti1on. the wake

partlcos have the som ve1stya s Ow mteor, i.e., nevo

velocity In the pzrosnt fram of rel. oe. Am that

frau Itationo tale pio at a constant rte A.

and that this prooess has ffi a length of tim

sffient to allow the first parti les to haw o 'd

to S- gIn V61 ootT, OW 3.0 ap/bC, then the Gwft

of paz ticles is in a steady state foe a distanoe equal to

the Me requi ed twz a pszi" to reach this veoity#

and a cantmiitv oodtion eziats in this re&Wn, Zn

pwtioula, t xmoioal lwar dewity- of particles

Ms gIven by the eqation&

nov

whore v' Is the velooity of the wake partice with ieupost

to the meteor at root. eveti to the usual rm of
rot ene we have:

141( (T V) %
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at the time It deceleas to a Velocit v. Subtituting

this value of M in equation (95) we obtains

I per particle = % A 03*()

Suppose for the moment that the meteor is at rest

and Is a =esm of val particles that erae r fom

the meteor. At the time of ftagprntatong the wake

particles have the came velt ooat the meteor i.e., sro

volocity In the prosent ftm of refe e. Assume that

fragonaon$- takce place at a constant rate AV
eW that this process has oM fo a leveth of tIM

sufficient to allow the fint -- rticles to hM accelerated

to sOWe SiVen wVoiAtY& say 10 Ip/boc. then the OIUrat

of partIes Is In a steady state for a diatoan qua to
the spce reqired, for a perticle to reach this velocity.

and a coantimaty condition exists In this regono2 n

particular, the zaoroal linear density-of partillsr

Is given by the eqMat%,

Were V' is the velocity of the WIN particle With Vespoct

to the meteor at rest.ig to the usual tl of

retmevnoep we have:

(98)

NO(M;
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Maliplylng equation (96) byj equation (98)0 we obtain

a quantltyp desl nated a which we will call the

linear Intensity. This Is the enerjW per seond emitted

by a unit length of the stream of wake materials we have

then$

(V2. V2)
O V6(99)2 NO ( - V)

where we have also ialti~lie4 m tor and denominator bV

P rn order to transform the constants Into the maid
quantltles# , l and 0-9

zt will be noted that equations (92) ad (94), relati-

the la and velocity, refer. to a particle that has been

fawent. at sae given height, No& and the Intensity that

we derive Is the Intensity or this particular fragent at

eoh point In Ito lifetime as it retards with respect to

the meteoroid. It Is this Intensity which we have grated

In oder to obtain the expected distribution of light

in t4he ""a Iweas actually the wke intensity at, a

given time Is duo to particles that have left the meteoroid

at different tines and, therefore# with a different initial

condition on Ho* Our ourptatono will be e only

if the Oditions of the problem are suoh that thoee

particles contributing light to the portion of the wake

near the dash are released from the meteor at nearly the

(I
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same helght as those oant ibuting light far tfam the dash.

If the meteor velocity is loaw the particle size wMl

and the senith distance or the radiant larps this condition

will be best ulfilled, We will concern ourselves further

with this error at a later time.

For the convenienc, of the reader, we shall ist the

asswtions made up to this point.

(a) There Is no appreciable deceleration of the

meteoroid durins the lifetime or a frnet,

(b) All fra nents are Initially the ome slo

and Bhpe.

(a) ame wae particles frasgent trom the surafc

at a constant rate for at least a period of time equal to

the lifetime of ao particle.

(d) Bach wae particle reats with the atmosphere

In the some fashdn as a non-frmernting meteor.

The asswpNtion that we knw the values ot certain

phyical constants Is implicit in (d). aut the fact is.

we do not. Our values of C'# derived from meteors, ae

neither constant nor reasonable. Also, the oberved

value of the density of the moro , %h e- ad thus

K3l -- MW not be the se for parent body and fragment.

For emlee f ithe meteor is a hollow matrix ot needles

and each needle Is a ft ment, both the density and sape

factor would difr from fragment to meteorod. In the

cas of 0, we wil eploy tW lowest value observed for
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am meteors lo "] (-)2, "An assum that this Value

In representativo of a meteor which lo6e all of Its

material by evporations. Por X. we will use Jacohia's

(1949) assed value or 0.76 (oss), Althoug an error in

our choice of this onstant will af Mt our froont msses

oonsiderably,# the results will rmain self-conesitent since

the re ctor, X1 M1/3# *swears in both of our final
eqations (92 and 99).

CO* OeWat~a Problems of the Hateor Wake- A 3tudZ of

a Partiular case

One meteor tral has been treated In considerable

detail tW the method given above* he procedu and

results ot this investition are of general interost and

will guide us in a follovinS study of the e3qmted

distribution ot wake a meteors or different velocity

classed.

lbe meteor ohosen for study is ko. 3567, the one

reproduced In Irv n!n the frmtiopleoe It has

been reduced under th dire on of Dr* Jatohts who srn
kidymade eva.12able the results ofth e mea - "I

and lihoftetrs Som of Mei Information Is outlne

In TaLle Me
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Table 21

Onwal Infonmation Relating to Meteor No. 3567

Film No. ST 945

Date Aug. 15 1952

H(n = 1)0 100 km

i(n = 28)* 91 Ian
11(f = 38)P 88 k

vOO 26.8 Ip/sec

v(n =2 ) 26.6 zi/eeo

006 ZR.717

%0 .051 grams
lo m -~ 10.9

No. or dashe s, N 40
O(n rafers to the dash nmnbers the first

viLble dash beang desainated as
umber 1).

A low-velooity meteor was ohosen to elimnate arWf

effect of train. Th analysis to based on the aswption

that th entire luminosity in the breaks Is due to the

small particle ablation.

The ourved film of the SpezoSobidt has bee copied

an a tlat elss plate for as by Jacohia, The

positive wa used to make an enlarged (4a) negative of

the meteor trail and Its environs. Th plate was tzad

(m t met ral on a huG densitmeterp, operated

4



with a slt width of about / ort a dash lengtho With tis
donsiLtmnter, dftLrt In the tracing can be severe iLt tto

Lntensity of 1ht falling anO lwtOcenl Is below a

certain level, go use of the enlargement permitted

uso of a relativoly ram w slit without forcing the

instrxswnt to operate in this low sensitivity ras.

lurthom ore, slme our Interest is primsr,ily In the wakes

the use of a negative rather than a positive print

ollmimates any possibitlty or dLft being Uqortant In

the breaks. Ow relatively slow rate of chanie of density

in the dash uisse the drift problem negalble in those

regions. e dlfftslon resulting fr the finite slitowidth

has been neolocted In the calibration proeure

e interpmtIon of such tracings to not a standard

photometric probleUM. In the tracine of a spectrwM. for

eairle, the legth of slit Is not an o t factor, for

the density profile along the slit io essntlally flat.

In the case of the meteor# the profile is nearly bell-shaped

and the densltometer am record only san aversee density

over the length of the slit. If the shape of the profile

and the shape of the chwacteristio oume are known, one

am Indeed IeReJ-e the original Intensity that produced

the imae but the poeu would be timeaconsinge And

in na we have no first4and knowledee of the

oharacteistic Gu Star imags an supply this, but we



have preferred to by-pes this step In ftvor or a more

direct method. the usAs method (Jaooail 1949) or meteor

photometry gives us an Intensity scale that epplies

directly to the meteor images We can associate a

densetmeter scale reading (which or' the reson Just

given should not be called a density) with the photometric

Ma tud for each dash. For mteor No. 3%T a res

ot about 3 magn tudes exists between the extremes In

Intensity*
5rioUW were made with several diferent alit

lengtlh ranging tram a length that alotly excooded the

breadth of the briKtest Ima to a length o half this

amount. In each cse a good liner relatioesi between

scale reading and observed mantude was obtained. 219

shortest width was finally eploped since it gve the
*ratest contrat In scale readimgs.

Since the maxima of Intensity ot the dashes an this

meteor do not exhibit flat tops there Is an. question

conceming what scale reading %ould be attributed to

the observed manitude. In coesarig meteor dashes with

trailed star 4mens, as "Is done In visuml phto ty am

would epect the ere to Judge on the bas of an e"tended

Imp and thus deive sae Intemted -su~tude that ws

les than that or the mu0nue Since photometry is carried

out with star i as which are trailed a distance equal to

I ( )



the length of a meteor dash ue decided to accept the value

ot the scale reading at, the point where the rising and falling

branches of the soale-reading curve were spaatd bV a

distance of 2/2 dash length this is roughly aoq

to assming that the Individual rnponsible for the

photamtrj chooses for omparison a star 'me whos"

density would be equal to the density of the meteor If the

Intensity causing the meteor lma had boon smoothed out

evenly over onm dash length* We have not looked for an

exact criterion here, we am only mame, an intelligent

approximation. The final results do not depend critlctlU

on our choice In this matters

iure 8 gives the results of this calibrtion. Te

maptoes a e absolute photopilo. The curve Is based

on 40 points rpesenting photometric estimates and

densitometer readings on so BMW dashes. Jac h o ders

these mapnetudes to be acourat to within af or d'a in
regions of moderate density.o ew individual poInts are

copatibleo with this estimated fgu.we Depending on

Individual preference for results obtained by an

experienoed visual observer or for those obtaLned from an

* Jaocoha has emplwed no correction for ar reciprocity
law failure that may exist between meteor exposures 1013
seconds) and tralled star images (-1 second). We have
followed this procedure here although we believe the need
for such a correction may well exist. The question must be
considered open until more Information an the emulslon
becomes available.
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accurate denaltcmater neoessa1 used ineptly, one emn

Justify the aouracy of the othere

For the st y of. the wake* six dashes (n = 25 to 31) ewre

chosen. The Atoor shows strOt wake in this regicn "ne

breaks do not differ markedly from one another and the

traciags indIcate that no stars of appreciable brightness

are Perinmpose on the trai. However, we decided to

average the sale readings, rather than intensities, for

these breaks in order to diminish the o a

fainter star Ams that might be present. Before the

averegin process could be carried out 'it mas necessary

to detezine mane ero point in each dash tracings. te

point of minz light ppeared to be the obvious chooo

of a well defined position on each brok. It was fourd,

though, that the distances between mim dId not chnge

monotonloall. It was rather mrWIsing to findo then,

that the points of mininn Ulht wore separated by a nearly

constant distance and offered a fer better ohoice of a ero

point.

Scale readings were recorded for 26 pints, sepaated

by oqual intervals, In each of the six break and dash

cycles. hen my be found an le 22, rprduced here

in place of the actual tracin . M homogeety NOW9

the six breaks wil be noted. The last colum is the

averge denlty protle. It Is this observed avers. of the

six abtter cycles that we wiU attempt to roduce b

copa~tationso Curwe A, Fige 9. shows In gr thl t=
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Table 22

Vblues of Sale Readings for Selected Positions on

Six Shutter Ccoles ot Ntoor No. 3567

Brea No. 26 27 28 29 30 A '(AveMe)

Fraction

0 35.0 38.7 o 372 37-3 35.30 36.75
1 35.2 8.9 .0 376 6.9 3-.6 .03
2 )6.8 P:6 01 092 ol 4 36.7 *805

40*0 41.7 41os 42.8 e 0:3
5 42.0 431 443.2 449 43.5 42 43.25
644.2 45.0 45* 46g 4*, o 44

49. 50.2 51.2 5 5 51*55

9 54:0 5 9 55.2 58.2 57.0 5 ,0 55.261.0059.5010m~ 58 r:o 62 7 *2.o*
'S12 0 0~~6. 70:7 21 J 6590 6815

172.3 72.8 71.14 7J9.3 71.8 700 71.93
?74. 75.2 741 79 73.8 73.3 714,5

15 76.0 76.1 75.1 7593 75.1 7e.3 MR.~
16 7601 76.1 75*5 714. 75.9 78.4 76.1

75. 3 74.8 73.0 75.7 78 n.4?
1750 72.4 i 715 75.0 76a 73.72

19 208 68:1 *99 69.0 71.6 73.l 70.12
20 63.0 61. 64.3 66.3 66.0 55 49

23* 547 59*0 61.0 60.0 61.7 58057
42 4a. 1 41. *8 :3 64 5* 5
)25 384 14 4.5 41.7 -95 40.9226 390 40.3 J2 361 38.02

266 369 371 38.0 35.7 35.2 )6997

the danuitometwr readings as a fwwtion of thebvk'ds

oycle (An a 1 repressns one shutter cycle)* the wvxW
top Is chawsteistio of ech dash and s not a restat

smothngby the avswseang prooess It should also be note

that the scale readings for most of the aple lie betwomy

o,( -"
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40 and 75 w*ere the clbtinIS best deteltinod (ne

Figure 8)o U wais not a matter of pure chance * Neteor

No. 3567 we selected frm several doson others for a

variety or reaons. Its low velocity and assumed absence

of train have been mentioned. !he speazanoe of the

strn wake, well above the phot h threshold va1Jue

Is another. A stronger wek ime could have been obtained

by choosing a meteor in poorer projeotion asainet the plan

of the syr iLe, a meteor at a maller distance ftm the

radiantv but ts ldh In Uf led the protlem of

correctin for te phot i diffusion o the metewor

ima Into the voice. 2he present eanple is a a-oprf- s

boetween high density i a and low dfuin

Our gretal approsch to the analyss of these rse data

orlinialy followd these lines

(a) Cozrect, by some means, the Intenst

profile f o ao diffusion.

(b) VIn that sz of partle, frselntd

from the metoors which would case the observe slope

min the intenitla ourve of the wo *, We do not Intend

to insist on the validity of the t that Opeticles

of only oa aise ae responsble for the ake, buto ur

data am not suaffliiutly good to detertine a

distribution of particle sis. husp the best approach

sees to be an attempt to find that om ais which can best
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§ oharectebsevtiOnSo.

(a) in proces (b), we hae dotimined one ot

the desired factors# mo by fittIng obeerved and computed

slopes of the wake Intensity oure. The other unImoung,

pDIn our basic equation (99) Is fixed by! the Integrated

Intensity In the wale.

The question of corrcting the observed profile for

etfeots of diffusion boO.e, as, will be seen# the crm

of the entire problem of meteor fragnentation. For the

tirst atteapto we made the asswptian that the major left

of the lUght of a meteor was derived frem the mteoroid

itself and that, consequently, the wake represented only a

sll perturbtion on the total light. If this Is so$ the

maxim h of U dash will p t the position of the

meteor after lt ho traveled half the distance o the dauh.

These aw is would predict an unditfusod profile

simlAr to that of Curm B, nIuwe 9. We can use the

difference in IntensIt between the observed and

curves at arq point, s y "a In Fiure 9 to the left of

maxiumn Uit to correct the P Ing point,"a" an

equal distance to the right o f azimn light. As a modest

refnement of this method, we have ooeoted the leading

edge of the dash to a point determnined by tOe wake Of the

next cycle. %he dotted extrepoatiOn of Curve A In lew. 9

represents ma estimste of this intensityo

(

lA



The resutIn curve In the walm, rectified by the
pioedure desoribed aboep Is essed as Curve C In

Figure 9. It should be clear frm the description of

the method of WWO fomstion that suoh an intensiW

distribution behind the meteor Is ant In~ossIbIlItys At

the t1m of tons the particles lve their hLhest

velooltyp gatest to" and strongest oace tin alo tt

meteor path. All of these factors act to produoe a

constant decrease in wake intensty with imzvaiMn

dlitne ftm the mteor. OnY t1 air density. on

act to inoreso the lumnosity and this effect Is negaglbb

for particle* o stort lifetime. We can# tW radicall

changing our thinkin on the woke process construct a nodel

to e3ln this ight cur tut we hav not toxed, what we

believe to be a ressoemble model. we ould, for exmple,

asume that partioles disena tUselves from the meteor

decelerate with respect to ite and then fIsnent into still
smller pieces. One would prefer mich stronger evidence

for this ioated technique before aoept it.

We a redme the extent of the dr the wake

from a mno ao curve by assumin that the mazimm 10t

does not represent the position of the meteor at the center

of the das exposure. In this case, then, we are assuming

that an appreciable frtlon of the ligt omens ftm the woi -

a fation lrgemigh to shift the center of lgt to an
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earlier portion of th dash. If this In trues we ano no

longsr Justified In assuming the saw excess or lioit

due to diffusion for points at oqual distances to the left

and to the 'i~gt ot the chosen, cente. Or* In other

tens# the wakm Is no longer a smal perturbation on the

total Intensity and we =at be oncened with the diftuion

of t luminosity* Nevertheloes It we were to find that

this effect Is sni (but not negliWble) we mgl4t

conclude that the sinlified diffusion correction used

up to the present would supply at least a good first

appr-dmation.

To test thiss several rectifted wale curves were

coaputed on the aesmwtio that the center of the meteor

would be found at asan point to the riht of mauimm lSht.

Centers were chosen at the points maled d and e. Tie res Alng

rectified wale cuves are given a Curves D and B. Fige 9.

Only when the =%Sna Intensity of the wake appro s that

of the meteor do we find a ourve that mlit represent the

Intensity Of traumnted particles. we mst approach the

diffusion probla In another wa; we eannot think of the

woks as po i an amont of limt very small ocipered

to that of the me r
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%he sene@l4 diffusion equat oan

5x) r(X-) 9(4) 46 (100)

relates an observed function, P(X)a with an (undit d)

functiton,p t(x) thmou&t an errr tuwtionp S(&-) which Ini

this case will be a measure of the dere ot photopephi,

imne spreding as caused by abexrftions turbidity a t

emualson and seoing w and ot the smoothig ett t of the

finite width of the densitmeter slito To a first

approximation* the intensity cume derived trm a tracing

ot a star, Ime may be used as an error functlon. Several

stars near the motr trail on ftlm S 945 wee tud with

the same slit engpcted for the meteo. These SImese show

a certain amount ot taling but this does not arrect the

results If the tr.cing I made with the slit lying pavalel

to the long axis ot the starIm e

Because of the characteristic ot the recipocity law

failure tor the X.Ray emlslons we cannot use the same

calibration curve tor meteors and tar star. The Matman.

Kodak Conpan has supplied us with the reciprocity fallure

curves tro densitie or 0.6 and 1.0. Assuadas these

points le on the st aht line potion or the vwD curve,

we can write

Duf(3,06 t U 1) (101)



and solve tor the nertia point and the slope at varous

ONUS01 times. he results ftr the two oases, representing

sppcatl the exposure tims for meteors (--O.0W see)

and for tracked stars (0 miates) ae found In Table 23.

Table 23

If feet or Reocity Lw Failure on the Charateristic

Curve of X-Ray 2Mlon

DUsMiY log it (OU,.sec)

0.6 4936 -1.75

1.0 400o0 ol.L44

Ias I .-190 -.222

To Interpret the density readings obtained from the

star trecinp, we shall use the ratio of a to correct

Cur abraio eurMv FLigwe 8. Sinc we WIsh to

nonnlUse the staroInteiity pfotle# we need not concern

ourselves with waW more nearly absolute Intensity wits,.

w noUslied proLe of the start as a function of

distane measumred an a scale of I = break-dash cycle, is

given in 003mm 2 of Table 24. ThAs observed curve can be

quite well kwepe tAed by an wror function of the usual

fom,
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s(6) ah- " (102)

It we choose the dispersion prmeter to be
h 003%.

=i ooMputed f uron is iven In C wum 3 ot TWb 24

for commison.

Tuble 24

Observed and Ccautod Intensity Profiles for

Point Source Inege

Distame from Comuted Camuted
zme Center Observed (h 0.*5) (h = 0.175)

0 .18 .198 .og9
0.025 .110 .175

0.075 *066 .076
0.100 o0
0.125 .015 .009 .016
0.150 .007 .002 *033
0.175 .001 6000 .022
09200 0 0 :01&
0.225 0 0 0008
o.s5 0 0 :005
0.275 0 0 .002

We have stated that the star ima profile Is a ood

first approxition to the erro ftnmtLono In that a p int-

suome profile shotud properly aoount for most of the

delm,,0t or the Ims and taoung. It tfeol



however. in on respect. Meteor lmas an the &".v-k.u.d .ts

am noticeably out of focus oIpaMed to Star images, bocusse

of the oolor differe nces It has bon found that am On

duplioate the character of meteor m0s bY usin triled

star Image that are obtained with O toeal length shortned

by about 25 to 100 m:Loown Using the known angle ot the

beam at the focus of this f/OG5 Watem we an obtain a fair

ostUste ot the Increased dispesion resulting from

1tproper focus. AIltho the ome Is capable of producing

stal' Ima 8 of 15 licroi& undser field conditions t changing

teupzeratue and inexact focal settings, Somewhat aMrV

images should probablv be expcteod. We have assumed them

to be 20/4* A chae at foa of 2- Would then almost

doubl] the imago siae. Such a line of reasoning has led us

to adopt an error functions for the meteor Image, of the

sme ta to as that obtained for the star but with

the diffusion modulus, h, equal to half that of the stew

It is diffimult to estimate the error that might be -exeoted

in such an opproaldzatIon. Using an out-ofetoous star Image

might sem to be preferable to making the aswtion W-one VSKnG

the form of tho error CUMe. TE-n, however, we would need

a i of the characteristic ouwves of the enlared

negtives of both the meteor photpeph and the outw.ofo'oou

star pto h. a*In the absenae of ow real Intensity

standards on the star plate& It would be necessar to ssume

S()



that tle two photop6M had been treated identically in

the MW Processes btnMM the Initial tt hnd e

final nt be ft l altmstive aasrmption, as used

of the ram of the error curve does not appear to be a:r

les satlseaotori. The writer feels that aW estUate of

1 for meteors between the values of 0.10 to 0.20 Could

be Justified. ift instead of h = 0.17.i, we used twice

this valu, for the difsion parameters we an stll find

a Varile si e that wil poduoe the observed intensity

cure. In this cases the partiole size is less then an

orIder of m"id larger than the mass we shal show to be

m~ost acceptable.*

Vsine h = 0.175, we obtain the error funotion tor the

d on of the meteor Intensity as given In the fourth

coin= of u 5be 214. is erz rtwuotion is the one that will

be used in the solution of e0ation (100).

Our sond att Pt to corect for dffusin was also

abortive* We used a method due to pik and described In an

p tubl d mmmusoript b fk and do Jong& (see also

de :inge 1.9514). First we *diuftse" the observed funton

our, obtaining

F () = Jt(..E) S(e) d e, (10)

and then orrect the observed function to obtain the true

function bF the equtLn

( )
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f(,) F(z) + Ia) . it()]. (14)
TUe Is ttmeim , to the asuamton that sucessivo

applications of the diffusion eqamtion will yield the same

cha se in the ordiate for w: W iven xo Bo and do J=W

showed that more refined methods were necessary when the

distribution was Skew a Iours. DGUM moBMn upotant such

a method =ast fail when the diffusion to not reasonably

smell. The application or this method to our ftnotions

resulted In sae negative Intensities for the "true" tnotion.

Other logical itconistenciess related to the ratio of the

intensity n the wake wa In the dash# demontrated

conclusively that we had overstqpod the bows of

reasonableness In attemptin to apply the 4roaaz1toan.

Before ont with the third attempt at eOreotUS

the ifuslcn, lot us return a mnant to our first method.

We were led to that approach not only by Its siMlilty.

but alo by a preconceivad notion that all meteors produe

wes of their Lighit byr atomic ablation directly frm the
mtooroido. he first aroach has shown that at least a

modest fraction of the light aiem from the smller wake

particle. Our third approa then wil start trw the

assumption that I of the meteor luindoslty s produced

by the w ke particle*s. This as It hsqWeA Is a better

first ap mtion, and will =&w It easier to proftue a

i.
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soeoad a oxzistion. Uwt geater flexibility results from

the indpmeent dot ation of the alftSon funotion. We

are no longer reqrln that the date fr the meteor trall

alone spply all of the anm ers,

Tet us outline the methodt

(a) we first oapte, by means of eq ton (99),
the linear IntensIturtQ* as a fwunotiont the

1ag. Asp due to particles of some given
initils mas, mo .

For oon nionoe of etlon. we will

expres the Ise As& in terms of a fraction

of the shuttor ay10, n# IW means of the

relation

n =60 (105)

where the fige 60 represents the untber of

shftter Wacles per second.

(b) Our ocneta in (a) do not le d to a

quantity that wo may observe directy on a

meteor photogp'h. In eseenoo. (a) yields
an Intensity distribution as a funotion of

distanoe behind th meteors this is ht we

would phot an infbd siteMy short

exposure were made ot the meteor. The actual

exposures are not of this nature ad we nst



-17.
(/ aoount for the OiwA cased b1

the mtion of the meteor during the

period of tIs the dutter is oPM

As a particu~ata mmase, the Intmalty

we hoogrphat the poa~t whene the

dash Wa the Wal" JO.n Is due to he

an ot the intennstiy at this Point and

at all ports of the wake behind It that

will, as a result of thW meteor's motions

reaah thIs Point in ape before the sbattev

ooe again. Sinc the shAtter remains open
for 1/4 of a *o (An = 0.25)8 we nast

intogmte the ineaw Intensity over this

dietaoMe 'disp stated ana2MV st.i

he0.25

Idn c wrA 0(10O6)

or# for the awg al oas
+0.25

Z~n9Qds. (107)

ISwee reslts are obtained br plottings " as
fwctmo of An end by measuring ams with a

lanimter.. It wl1 be noted that the part

of the qolo J& the dash (umO25<e-Ma-O)

reoeives part of Its oontJ tion ftom the

IA



wake In the next 0olo.

(a) UsU the true function obtained In (b) and

the erorw funotion derived In Table 24, e

apply the dIf"usion eqation# integrating

by quadratureo to obtain a computed function

that may be comparod with the oboerved curve.

(d) PrI rJly, wo are attepting to find a

comapted curve whose slope will matoh that

of the observed curve In the region of the

wako. Howevr, sloe our first appr in

calls for the entire light to arlse from

the wae, the oompris n of (o) with the

observed fnotion should be mde with the

maxima of the two curves smerimposed. A

mall relative shift between these cre

could be o a r; ated for b the addition

of sam U18ht produced bV te meteoroid,

(e) LAt us asamne that we have fowid the

proper value of q. to fit the slope of the

computed curve to the observed curve In

the region of the walo. Zn order to male

the curves match with respect to their

total inte Lites, we ma djUt A In

equation (99), PdA, of courOe, we wil at

the saoe time be adjusting the mgitude of

the cauted curve In the region of the das.



We reqire that the OCapUted Ourve Should not

contain a greater Itod intensity than

does the obsrved curVe In tho region of the

dash. Alwlnj to meoid to produce

no light Is a severe enough ohane In our

thinkin - we owmot expect It to produce

(t) we should e t. It our' singst Od

CoePatatIons are Correct* to tM aome

value of Mo that eAtslee the criteria

of 8C0po and int *7st7. Such a partoile sise

at a given &p. will produce the wake and

parts It not all# of O Intensity we amo In

the dash. Whatever neded Intensity the

prticles fail to Suply to the dashp we will

make up with light trom U'2 meteoroids It

dash that which Is due to the teoroldo Xf

this addition to sml on wovid expect the

second tpprimetion to be sioisent.

This. then, Is the procedure we have been ftced to

adept. I~teaial pa Ing t Is not as nice as the

previous methods We mst prftm the o tat needed

to "di1fuse" the results of ligt curvs for maW diftrent

particle alsee Xn the first trial we used a value of 108



grams, Curve "All or flgzo 10 Is the coautod CuMiised)

intensity ourve foa the wake pa os# given as a futLon d

Ano We have adjusted the azltulo of the curve by

awning a value of fp which qualses the integmtod

intensities of this carputed cumve nd of the observed

curves mrkod "", Cjrve I'" Is the coueted curve dffued

by the error funotion* The o=Wpted cuves In the wake#

fals beowm the observed curve. f we force them to mnath

by LncreasnU %* we will Irnooase the total amount of

light produced by the per oles to a value ooeadAn the

total light observed. o equnl we at adjust the

particle sine*

thee ught be sma question as to the direction In

which we choose to cawi this adjustmnt. If we consider

the two extrome oases In Wiohs (a)# the meteor ablAtes

the smallost particles possible (stoms)s and (b), meteor

ablates the latest particle possible (meteor breaks Into

two equal pec"), we see that both oaes lead to serc

wake-intenSity. Betweme these two etrmes, then* Utere

must be sace value of m which produces a MLXias O W ae.

Thefamiz l arity with the equatlorns, ined In the first

calculation, i safficint for us to realize that In tohe

present case we nced an ioUrease In the &ime or the
particles.
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1.10 - Figure 10 Computed Intensity Distribution
for Wake Particles of mo = 10- 8 grams.

/" A-----Computed (Undiffused)
/ B- --- Computed (Diffused)

1.00 - C - Observed
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Th~e results for W6 M Ot e edA th Sa

fashio a abovo an fvxA In Fiore 16. Vbe fit of the

observed end ocputed curves 3s e- Amly good. Note that

in this case the entire nosi an be attributed to

the frsented part4cles. Before dIscusBs this reguto

we will present, in Fiares 12 an 139 the results for
still large ru .5e, lr noadMo=1' mm

in both of these oases we an obtain a satisfactorr apient

with the observatloml curve by a proper choice of Sp and

1bs tho I t produced by the imfr sntd nteo'oid.

Zt Is probable that ap'eeont ould be iqwoved somewhat
W6 '05 .14

forslortthe ast three ases m 0 10 0l10 10 )
by a more careful selection of tUs Xwortei's;e and

The nature and qua it of the data riis such refinent

i es, We my conuldor that any on of theo three

results fit the observatlas.

2he preceding anslysis has sueppled us with a lober

lIUnlt to the particle sai that may be used to describe the

meteor wake* lartiaols maller then 10-6 lp'ns camot

rxeproduce the liW curve of the wake without ex d.as the

tota 1umiSn eity of the mete o Un IWer Uft 1is not 9A

clearly defined. Fr= the data ted so far# we =Iht

prmze that particles of 10 3 ats or even 3O.00 p m could

satisf all of the observed uorl ditions. HowevWr

we will show that sch particle ines w ud not bo

consistent with the keun duration of the meateor.

(/
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1.10 Figure 11 Computed Intensity Distribution
for Wake Particles of ma = 10-6 grams.
--- Computed (Undiffused)
-------------------------------- ------Computed (Diffused)
-Observed
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1.10 Figure 12 Computed Intensity Distribution
for Wake Particles of mu = 10-5 grams.

--- Computed (Undiffused)
Lower Curve=Wake Parlicles Only.
Upper Curve =Wake Particles Plus Meteoroid.

1.00 --- Computed (Diffused)

A - Observed
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1.20

1.10 Figure 13 Computed Intensity Distribution
for Wake Particles of mo = 10-4 grams.
--- Computed (Undiffused)

Lower Curve=Wake Particles Only.
Upper Curve=Wake Particles Plus Meteoroid.

1.00 ---- Computed (Diffused)
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Dependi on the miss or the al particle a certain

amount of time is necessary for theprtiole to laM behind

the meteoroid suftioientl to produc Luminosity in the wle.

uo .4 is aplot cc the mber or break (n) after

fragentation traveled by the meteor before particl of

Initial simo % lS br An = 025. T7e dotted section of

tho curve Is an t-lL exrapolaton.

Weo beoc-ss obvious in this meteor by the poeition

n = 14 it we wero to ohoose a parti le sie of 1 0 a

this would require that an appreciableW taetation should

have taken place before the meteor was visibleo. Snoe moet

of the liht of the wale parti le Is &Veded at a point In

or near the dash, the meteor must be visible s soon as It

fragents a Sufficient amount to produoe waeo (unless. of

course, the frsauntatlon occus at heights so sreat that

the a lr density is too low for. aW vaporization to talm

plce), s twe may set an voer limit of about

l0-4 grams on the particle else that may be used to describe

the vake. n this case, the frements still prodc a rg

amt ot the total LU pt prodUCed bY the meteor.

Additioeal Intoniation my be utilized to assist us In

making a. chaoce of the particle size that should be attributed

to the We. First, We may use the value of0 measured by

Jacchla for tis meteor (see Table 21) to determine a

ob le ratio of the amea of Ue meteoroid and the tota
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area of the wake petioles* We havo aizeady dervod

(equalon (25)0 Chapter 1) this relatoushp for a metoor

frUTnntinr In the m zr we have asuned foz these

cal tons. To acquire an estImzate of the expoctod value

of 0 obs# we may use the ratio of the luinirosity *&used

by the wak partzloes, and the meteoroid to epresent

the ratio of the areas of the we~n particles and

meteoroid#

This would be valid It all the wake particles possessed the

same velocity as the meteoroid; then total Intensities wald

be pzoportonel to total Area. Since the particles pzoduoo

most of their lwdnoity when they am movin at velocities

esentially equal to that of the meteorols equation (25)

Is a very Good e~proa/inatIon.

We will also neglect the caetion to 0o'b necessitated

by the use or too pet 4 mu in equation (1.3) (se Chapter

I. pape 18)e we aniwht estImte that these two effects.

taken Into aount, would serve to Increase the value of

0o by len than 25 peroent.

Table 25 gives the value of c predicted for oaah of

the thre possible slms of walm parti les. 'Thi value Is

based on the sosmatio that the true value of "7'O

~ )



Table 25

Parmeters Derived frauCiaalesPrtwM to Detsinjas

the aim of W ss 1oa1na fstlaes

InfliB 5me of patce 3.4a '1, 3.65  3.4

Rate of usa 1 by 6

in~lfoity produced
dhostlY by K"teo1'OiG* 1b (<0k 0 .253 *%6
Ratio of luminosities
of vale partloles M gmft 00 3.9 2.*4
~atorold# V%/Z

oowsa with .1 0.9)

Ieo2 (lI)2. th V&iUw WWe In tt.oc~tt~ we t"v

aIo wvae the other 1ostank atte derived from

the luuloins o aruts twM to lAstantiate the

pm~viwas sonolusions on the beat porthole aim and# Indeed#

ii ~rarra darn the 11iaits or ae tabilito partilea @129

best RAIted fomzewo~on the wihe 1hnn ww"l spaa

to be between SMr, am~ p'.w It Is InterestinS to noe

that this valus agrees zct 1"msly wel with those deteed

by aaith (19514) fAa usteor flare lorclles. Uinae the

ballist w cos al laved kW &th ap'eve closel ith

owe# wo =Wg aoarz masse diretlys His avempe valtas*

for 27 lo of 11 flr s* was 5 *10O"6 p&moo



At the time th -did his Works the oonoept of vezy frnAglo

matoes of low density had not been fully developed the

only feasblo forant on t tlaos at that tim u em

of molten droplelts heddin from the mo eao i'd If# howevw.#

meteors aro of such low densitles as we now believe#, thae

apear, to be no *so%*e fo the o that they an a

mtrix of mte ial, How else hUli we ta a mtoor# ubioh

we know ntains havirw elmnts, unles then exists a

considerable aummot of em ptge in the bod*?

It surfac meltin oooured In a body of this soft#

one would expeot the molten mte.ial to flow into the

intsrtibsee. This cOWd ith the WQeent PMesmAe

tweotuzsing of the abnipt a=stoows (Chapter =II) mae. it
seem most laly that all matemo f ftegmt solid

paetioles from the eur°fbo.

We mW utilize the intoiution obtained in the

previous dtsou.~sion to Inspect soe broader aspects of the

WaI phenomrnon. 1lu Th eer should bew in mbd the varloas

i"ldequacies of the data that y1elded the particle siN. Zn

particular we wish to ephasise our previous remaks

*%aonog~l the distribution .tftWnt sos Thuae pt

that on e miss @Inps eta the ware

is almost ore'ni On the other hwAn the fat

that we an fit the oboe~d aid oeputed owves to within

the ern'vmposed by ow plsow- of thed iusio
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funotion ohmws that a more couplex distribution function

Is not Justified. hAt other lyo~thetical distribution

that containod an a~eibemnbe of psztioles ml*r
than ILO-06 M'm would also proao a UMrg iesty In

the region of the dash. Our previaas OnUtative disoovry

that the majority of the luminosity Is produced bw frsaet

would not be catered.

We shall fiet use our knoledge of the fragnent size

to stuady the ofet of the meteor velocity on the preamwe

of wake Our obserations (pWe 63) sOm that wake In moee

proned,# In amoval# for lower' velocity meteors. fthis
Observation Is Gsid4 ideratoodp in a qualitative fashion,

if the wike Is asumad to be owposed of W tal f --at *hoo

Initial n s Indeed of the velocity of the metoca'.

Owe hijdor the velocitys the greater the eeea in mOSed
upon these particles. The at amy given la& Aa the

partioles from the faster meteors will have lost relatively

meof their velocity than have the low volocity partiles.m

As a ma.ne theilr lanotyat this poit will be

relatively les A the wake not as pmm'onocdo

This result has benquantitatively vefifed fr

hypothetical meteors at aeoite of 15 and 35 ko'/000

as weln as fOr the prvious cane MWhe V0 = 26.6 3uio/e

For t10 Cafs Vo, a 35 WD/904*c WO =Wat =10c Somealo ne

for the error caused by the false assamtin that all
partiales pVC03alls the NWak at saw point are released from
the meteor at essentiallly the am holeit. Ow mptti



will show that the meteor will decrse- in height bOP

aStely A (I Goas h940t) before a partAcle a=
acq ure a lag of an m OSo We oanoot then, use the own

intensi*'wrs..ue.elagAp for the luinosities at

the beginnin and at the end of a br ok Ftherns,

we may no longer expect that the rte of Arspenoatiae*

wll remin emstant over the time require (a - 15) for' th

first -Es- ntedL particle to be retarded bV = 05. Zn

order to estimate how this rate will v=p wo need not kow

the eact process by which particles fegmnt, but we my

awm that the rate wi be p oiaL to thM area of

the O o Sin or a i have been tel the

begnnngof a meteor trail, wheoe the area, *haemg slowly*
we may neglect the efrect of ehangln area. Whethe the

detaohment of the particles results fa cruohi due to

the dynlamic pressure fo2por to an energ transftr to

the bonds which attach the fratmt to the meteor

we shuld expect the mases loss to Inmunase Iproons,13y

to the Inczease in the air dansitY, p no velocity ehwns

Sof the meteo betwen n = 0 nd n = 35 will not eaoeed

several percent and may be nillsoted. Mhe, we a s

e imate that the mas los wou ld inoreee In these

circumstances bu a factor of e, the ratio f the 4enities

at heoot sepgRated b a seae heiat. o tuaw, this

choice of the ma loss may be conesdered to be dictated bw

41
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obsernlon alone. To a d first avezw atlon# the

Ihut oU W Of Cost MetoOs am predicted by the usual

masaloes and Inte ity equLons which an boaed an the

assuMtion of atdOzldation frm the meteorold. Sine the

fr ens thenelve are ablsated in a fairly short tim andy

indeeds psodme most of teOir 11t in a very hort time,

the intr uotion of the Intezlodito step of f etation

wll not, "ter the Oenral shape of the Ligt curve it

the flarsItation does not occur very much more rapidly than

the ablation of the fr.awnts.

Cnsequently for the cae of vo = 35 Wosec we hwo

ociputed the Mer ittenetW vfm la curve (equtcon

for the two intial ocnditIoun of A, ad 2*3 /0 with the

Mess losses of Spand 2*3 ip respeotivehy. o est

curves were dram for both of theme. Wo dthtewed

Intensity to be epeted for the actual walm boj setting

the wake Intensity In arA near the dash equal to the

intensity derived fro prioe detached from the meteor

at the du (n a 15). Whiile the wake intesity in the

brak (an 0045) Mes Met equal to the Intensity derived

from particles detached fm the meteor at n = 0. For

other values o a# a smooth cum ms drawnp ging in

tralleton between tbeae two exteme cases. The Initial

helit, desowibed b 4 Is the mer hoiceat for

faint metoews of ths veloci. Gas Zt has been ta en as
1' 1

.....



1 0.7170 wdile Ms to the obbor4 vale tor the ram

at V 26.6, cepateG d prOVIeaUl.

Po. tho eow vo = 35 la/ano the ean In hei4it of

the meteor ts sml over the tim requir te the i

to show an .sVpoiabl.e S th otesiw ooarotieM

appled abo" Were W9meoemyaaW Also& the Initial hoSht

chosen tor this occpatat i the averg beami helt

tor faint meteors ot this W i ei. cos zwas t i m as te

Sam valuo an the onW Used tor the Case ot vo = 5 "r/o.
Coaptamons for th ea vo = 26.6. have asneW

been made In eoumst!on with tho previous azalyr" or

meteor No. 3567# Then zWaIt.p3 r to partiale deamhed

from a mteor at a point 3 Um Ioer then the avezveg

beeimng helt of mtoof Of this VoOWo.

flwre 15 shows the expoted Intensity Inabtsx

units In the *curse of oe rutterele tlor the thre

am$* PoW carpoIso we kim LoUslsed thes oime so

tht the total intensityj In the fashp w0.25, An 1~~0.0# IS
the maw fo all oases. It Is intorestig to note that th

Waffrenoe Sn veloeItIss hefe ha ve v= little eftot In

OhsnNixi the 0118" of the IntMAItY SUM In the dWsM.

Those, difftweos that do exist an of the order of a tbw
pl%4ent& a no attot he been wae to tluhste teee

depaat~es fu the Men as ve In 1l9M. 15.



.13

.12 Figure 15 Velocity Dependence of the
Light Intensity in One Shutter Cycle.

(For Wake Particles of me 10-5 grams.)
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It Is Clear tram this, tigwe that wanke sould be
xOJWted to bo a lowvlocity meteorw eoea as Observed*

"Mre additional factors not Isdvided In the caloulationa,

modify the pzreoedine reults C ur'buto* data are

entirely Vvjual and to =14e AL fair GOoWarIbo we diould

take Into account the fact that the eye IS Capable -of

detecting a faInt and long lInin 0s 6081~ as It detect

anotherIag that Is briitor but shrter. 8inces In

General, the fastor meteors produse longr dashes we should

expect that this effect would partly wvrcame the abilty

Of slower ixetr to produce aL isibly detectable l.nsty

in the wake.

On the other hands we have ompard the uifm

theoretma lght our"e WAn our oevations are based an

diffuSe hIngs. With this CoMOmtIon applId, the Shter

Imaes produced by the slOver meteors will have the dmtg

that a pSmter portion or the dwat l~~o Iis diffused

Into the breakeo 2"i factor' wil oortauy Outwlo theq

velocity omor cam be esl see an mesowamdaub
tracing of such timils. otn tz'scinp of ten h&do
profile an the am MUMa as the Girueac"v
plotted InVew 1533 e dains&0 shOW a distinat zazlua
at the paintve 00 -ecreasibe by as much as 0.5 ueiu~
at the point An 0.75. 2tis oantlws our W~Oeiton ha
nsh, of the netom lindty results trammllptil.
Alms, It de -Mstte the pow of the des ttr
techniqas this chulei Intnsitwy am not be detected by
Wee



Visibility awpu=t.at will IMPOSOs the paobability that

wake min be deWated. fa loavelooity mtecr

,fnal11V we ha" alSo aO that hIbvslocity mtors

not Persist tow a fte lIfnsr Untoval of time for wok

to be detooted. Far emple Ift our hypothetical mteor,

of 35 hI/Me velooity had had a ftIme ot 10 dashoe

little wale would have bon observed# aim oven those

paztioleos that fr ntod at the metow, beImang would

have bon retaded only by an mount An : 0.16. On the

other hoirds a moeote of 15 kiVec wirw the sme conditions

would have wake partices* at an= O*5 *

On this basis ono would oanot that the observed

distIton In the velocity of wicprom _&"ao mteors would

dlbnnih f am ware to obemw bltor. meteors of 3oWl'

duration* Such Is Ivideed the oasos essentlally all lJON

meteors dlpp wake Indee nt of their velocity.

Doweve', this fact may be eqplained Just as easily In tesm

of the swo od i.ms and oIMe mnnoneased m-los

and laumioWSIty, of the logme' meteors.

S. '1ema

C tlinmaus rswAs-tatzon of meteors wherein aL or

most of the lml no ty rewsn f mall particles offe

a s ronl d satisftatry, aon o m emOXMM of

tos"adal bleiIUo9 this of the fnal dashes was

reported by Jacchla (1954) to oow in o.watmthI m-tbi



of the 13 etnt1=z nasee] hsecm hr
O am~ gema"tAs hm that this Aubmnlawn does ooft ml

ffoqmtl wift lowwlooity motawS.

!be 11~t cm of a maeoci with, blended daswe

often shows no aft~gt variations fvaa that or a nonma

icetoor# sltha& tOw blendied secti Itself Is olhmoatwimod

by a nu'3r emetant inustat vavlmno with the ending

ofta noziual steo Blanding Is mot often seen. In feint

iateozm* t two me three daiweag but In etrwe "ase It

has bean visible t an ost*to WO d*ases Mm often

than mftg matoom' that. dimpi# a m"am~ew not blended.

lot us. Oanuide a noiul mteow, with nio sbmM'

disoontiateS, "-In the light ourveg as It nms the wA

or Its trojeotorye It It has bean froamint- petols
we aws or my not detect a NW#im depdr4S an Its velocity

adduratiao At this point In the =ftov* pathp the rate

or farmntatlan will deoavse m'si17 d&w to tho decrease in

aiss a'D. Gs a Oomsgume. the lnuinoulty In the reaon of

the dash will, bo maeed. IHm ner tin lwznity In the

wa~w mW be relatively Mop, uins lIt masuta ftow the

few larwer mw of pufticles- that maefsindwe

One metow am "" wee .aciab lage. * the lwainoity

OWe to u@laev U1S~W Of laVWg WMMOse equal the larger

nmbter of mallar u Y" wl aid dash will be



Zn hos cae*wom termnal b.wpw o occus suddely

witout wW'b1 preiou wake his approach wappears, to ul 's

or at least o ruiroelthe wbloh spca came at rvd
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The problam of meteor -tl on is not a now one.

Jar. meteorites have been observed to burst In fiht and

often a meteor ftU wiU consist or a shower of bodies

which an swsrently due to the fftoturing of a larger body.

Howeverp our concern In not with the massive meteofrtesp

but rather with small meteors whose maxziim Intensities

w from 3to othMa W *. An SUmms amout of

matoria has been athered on such obJects within the past

few years throuh the use of the now Bher Supe-Sohaidt

meteor 0oMzrs

TwLo of these Iltruent separated by about 18 miles

are used to phoo the em mteor. Te cameras am

equipped with rotating shtitters that occult the meteor

trail at known intervals. Prm such photographs, the

Intensity, heihts velocity =nd deceleration of the meteor

may be deteifmned. Using the olsucal meteor theory# am

may either (a) solve for the donaty of the atmosphere from

the Wnom deceleration ori (b) asue the density to be lax=

and detendAe those constants, ooourring In the equations.

for which we have wil] ystiMted values. In recent years.

since the advenwt of the hih l titude research rokeWt

the resultant ioreaae in nole of the upper atmophere,

the meteor ast r has tend to tan the second spprosch.

i ( '
I,

II



thanteSUR by Wlpplo A by Jao:la have shown

that the averse meteor photop'phod In the Harvard progrm

must be qute a different object from the meteoiteo t

seem entirely Mel$ that the objects are of extremely

low density - less than that of water. Purtheore#

the hohrecterlstco of the light ourve or the mteor and

of Its dyfuro behavior In the a!-- can only be

ea ned in texms of a treagntIng body.

Boeause of the high accuracy of asureent r rd to

detemsine doecelewations, only a smal percentage of the

photc ha mterial has been redsed. We have developed

a repid c 8p1hal method of meteor trail reduction In order

to aoedre a greater body of data with which to stOy

statstloel aspootas of the taint meteor phenona.

easoble eimt ofr the mean errovs in the oouted

heights And veloctles ave, respectively, 3 percent A 5

Results for about 1000 meteors are Inoluded n this

I discusson. In iNler. these mteors represent a

sroup In ters ot appaent mxmu n de Consequetly

al meteors of a gven velooilW group are ropresnro by the

sam moss. It Is to be expooted, on the beas of the

present mteor theory# that uoh a group of meteors of

the sme velocity a mss should appear at the emsm hoUt.

It Is fund that the heUfts for meteors w th nrAsma



I

light curves asn- be well represented bV the relationship

onstant where / is the atmosphori density and v is

tho meteor .veloolty.

Among the metors studiess, a goup or lowoveloolty

meteors onqwein 13 percent of the total ar peuliar in

the sense that they display an abz'4pt rise o l t at the,

beginning of th tral.* A typical meteor of this grou

will rise from below the plate limit to 1 me tud above

In less than seo. the gutter bresas often bec me

invisible at the and of the traector (terminal blndin).

Both of these phnMena can be Mzlined by a sudden Increase

of the e. t.e Vmwae area, of the meteoroid by tpm q ntation

Into a numb of maller pleoes. he differential

doelaeton of frh n!nts of diofmt sles cause the

meteorold to spread along the trail and obscure the sutter

breakso

neteors of this op do not obey the/'v0 a onstant

law to begning points. WWe, the pimnt at which the

burst takes place can be described In tomes of a constant

Value of the dynemia pressure#/4V2 = 2e54.04 dynes/sq om

(0.02 aoephey). te ialy we have here a measure of

the week cru in strength of' mteo r tio mterial.

The hofit oor"spnding to the obsee value or/140
Is grosaees at all mw veloilties than the height

orrssp2wlnmie to the observed dv vsW. Conseq .nly
t

l -.
fA

+I



If the above kurpothesis IS correct we shoul 631eot to

fimdoososl a higbovelooity meteor that first swpears

naNll at the proper value Ofv^ and then shows a

tion aftr Its trajectory has carried it into the

-- a where cruishin my take place. rIn 2949* Jaeohia

reported 7 examples of hi1'-veloccity meteors that displayed

an abrzt Increase In luminosity some t1e after their

apeaae e averae value ox v2 at the point of

discont ity of the lS*t curve agrees with the value

obtaind for those lowavelocity meteors of this stu

uhihe obe theOv2 law.

Uae meteor wake has also been studied in some detal.

"his Ahemenon la characterized by a conSrable amount of

lunosity In the sMatter breaks of the meteor trail. A

study of those meteors redced, by the ehial mthod shows

that wake occurs I tel in low-velooity meteors. We

have also been able to show, cnolusvely, that the persstent

trains are produced* almost entirely by meteors of hI&

velocity. ftns It appears to be almost a certainty that

we mst requir, sme nw process to form the wake. Jaohia's

concept of the oontiAaaS fwsw-asstLon of meteors offers

an obvious starting point.

we asse that mall particles ar detached from the

meteorold and doeete with respect to this parent body,

thus ausing the luminosity of the meteor to extend over

a oe a ditane £t Ow given nstant.



Sah an Is GiaUSeLnt to ZWer oethe

obs ved l but also ns oaitates that a larp frsotion

ot the Ulht n the meteor be tervivd ftm the f r mats

and not the metecrold direotl3t. Mis Is eO sstent with

the obsere vaues ot the ablation Constants & an with

or observatio homzig the wal to be met notioeable In

low-veloity meteor.

-Ir


